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Library, endowment emphasized
A"JL~~BaUe~ook!k toward futur,~ .
After one year as President of Spe mg ri. his ~OJe in this, shoWO not try to be all things to
Connecticut College Oakes Ames President Ames said, that his all people," it "should definitely
is looking forward t~ the college's first year at Conn. has been, "A belp students find suitable em-
future He is excited about the year of getting to know the ployment in today's world."
new library and spoke of this and college, the f~culty, students, and To help improve Conn.,
other facets of campus life to administration - and simply President Ames feels that the
parents at last Saturday's getting to know how the college next priority of the college should
President's Assembly works. In that process, I think I be the building of the endowment.
The librar is· needed have been able to see what some Beyorxl the new library, an in-
Pres
ident Am:' explained so' of the goals are that we should be creased endowment would
, work' no toward" "bri f culty lari tthat we can expand our reading .U.... ng a sa nes up 0
collection and provide more It IS the challenge of a liberal properly refelel the. quality of
studying space In an interview arts college to develop in- education this school provides"
with Pundit, Pr~sident Ames said dividuals who have "the ability to and also offer an increase in
that even while the library is analyze a problem, to think linanc~1 SId lor students.
being built, we must look to the precisely! c~~llCallY,. and Pre~ldent Ames IS concerned
. long-range goals of the college. lma~mallvely, according to that Conn. will have to offer
. President Ames. While Conn. cODtinuedODpage nine
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Student Trustee Report
Course, Faculty increases recommended
By Booole Greenwald
Following a year of in-
vestigation by the Student-
Trustee Committee, under the
chairmanship of Richard
lichtenstein, a five year plan of
student priorities in areas
ranging from admissions to
social activities will be presented
this week to the Board of
Trustees and President Oakes
Ames.
The committee, which was
reinstituted this year, serves as a
liaison between the Board of
Trustees and the students.
Following a call by President
Ames for five year plans from all
departments, the members
decided to find out what student
five year priorities were. The
committee will recommend that
the college reorganize its
priorities to meet student need.
Recommendations by the
committee are a result of ex-
tensive investigation starting in
September, interviews with
faculty and administration, and a
questionnaire distributed to
students to acquire feed hack on
their opinions in seven major
college related areas. These are:
admissions, academics, physical
education, dining facilities,
facilities, quality of life, and
representative government.
On the academic questions, the
recently tabulated results in-
dicate that students, in addition
to basically wanting more course
offerings, responded strongly,
335-61, in favor of a more ex-
tensive visiting lecture series.
They also favored 259-121,
minimum and maximum course
enrollments to, "increase
professor-student rapport. It
In line. with these feelings, the
committee is recommending to
the Board of Trustees the ex-
pansion of visiting lecturers and
the establishment of a student
committee with a faculty advisor
to coordinate all lectures. Ac-
cording to Lichtenstein. the
committee recommends that the
departments funnel their
allocated speaker funds into the
lecture committee and then let
the students choose who they
want to invite.
More part-time faculty is also
being recommended to increase
department flexibility in ac-
. (CODtinUedOnPaKe 10, .
A view from inside - the second floor of the new
library
Bomb threats continue
by Carin GordOD
Three more bomb threats were
called into the College last week
and there is still no lead as to who
or why Conn. has been the target.
The most recent call came
Sunday during Parent's
Weekend.
The threat was called into
Katharine Blunt House around
1:00 p.m.; a student was told a
bomb would go oll in Crozier-
Williams Center in an hour. Only
one other bomb scare, the first
one in Cummings Art Center,
Threatened that a bomb would go
off in an hour or longer, rather
than immediately or in ten
minutes.
So far investigation into the
threats have turned up nothing,
according to Francis O'Gra.dy,
Chief of the COllege's securuy,
a1though"we are continulng to go
over the infonnation." There
have been eleven bomb threats
since AuriU.
As PoodIt went to press, two
more bomb threats were called
into the campus. Tbe first scare
was in Cro 7:00 p.m., Monday.
While Campus Security and New
London Police and Fire o!licials
were searching the building, a
second threat was called into
Palmer Library. This brinllS the
total number of bomb threats in
the last month to 13.
Chief O'Grady is also in-
vestigating two Hsuspicious" -
brush Iires one north of Hamilton
House and another down on
Williams Street. The New
London Fire Marsballand police
_lIDDed OD Paie leD
Com. proposes lights,centrex phones
areas. have largely been
corrected, shrubbery has been
cut back in many areas on
campus, fourteen fixtures have
been changed from incandescent
to mercury yapor fixtures, nine
additional lixtures have been
placed at 'strategic' locations,
and a public telephone has been
Iosta1led at the south end ofCummtngs. .
More PropooaIa
The second propoaal was a
request for the implemeDtation of
a centrex system wherein
camPIll phones be placed in
every donn room. Also proposed
at this point was the reinstitutlon
ri.paid bell d.ay at a cost of thJrty
thooaand do1lara would be c0n-
sidered over that of a ceDtrex
system that would cost one
hoodi"ed and twenty-live
thousand dollars.
by Carin GordoD Sophomore solicitor Ann The creation of a student
The student telethon to raise Rumage has raised over $3,000. security force to supplement the
money for the new library has As of this writing, the telethon -lli'esent force was the nature of
ended, but the results will con- was to end with one final burst of the third proposal. Mr. O'Grady,
tmue to pour in. The telethon has calls from the Hartford National as well as spokesmen for the
raised over $9,000, as of. last Bank on CaptaiD'S Walk. There, AdministratiOD (President Ames
week, when over 1,000alumm1ii<l twenty phones were manned by and Mr. Knight), agreed that
been contacted. students to brmg the total of such a foree would be costly. The
Over the past three weeks 530 a1umm reliched to well over 2,000. Administration further com-
pledges had been received from menled that a student force
alumni who had either never "ecause of the number of would D..-arilY break down
gIven to the College before or had uospecifled pledges, DOoDe can d..-ing vacations and esP' -
given only on rare mstances. thIS predict yet how much will be this would sW1leave the problem
represents a significant per- raised. unsolved.
~entage and ~, viewed as a Thus far $3,778,074has been The fourth request was for a
break through by John Det- raised for the new library. The special camPIll car expressly for
mold, Dlrect1ll' of Devellpmenl. - gQa1is $6.56million. -- • -uaued 011Paile aIIIe
by Rose Ellen SanlUlppo
In November of last year
Student Assembly, concerned
over the "incidents of theft,
assault, and vandalism on
campus, submitted nine
proposals to President Ames -
each pertaining to "the im-
provement of public safety at
Connecticut College." The Ad-
ministration, already concerned
over these incidents, responded
with the recent organizations of
an Ad Hoc Security Review
Conunittee.
The Committee, whose
chairwoman is De.an Cobb, was
established to "review the
protection of students, equip-
ment, and buildings on weekeDda,
Laurie Cohen dialing for dollars
and other matters."
The Conunittee held its first
meeting on April 23rd, and
discussed the Student Assembly's
.proposals. The following is a
summary ri. the proposals and
the response to them. The first
proposal involved a request for
additional lights in potentially
dangerous areas on campus as
well as the replace.ment of broken
bulbs in already existing fixtures.
Atameeting last fall between the
Administration and the En-
vironmental Models Committee,
the question of better campus
lighting to 'prevent attackers
from jumping out ri. bushes in
dark areas' was considered. The
Administration states that these
Telethon tops $9,000
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'Whatever happened to trying?'
Whatever happened to:
parietals,
signing out on weekends,
prom~,
torchlight sings,
mascot dances,
mixers,
eating in all dorm dining rooms on weekends,
father-daughter days, and
a new calendar?
The three-year academic calendar approved by the
faculty this year is basically the same calendar the
Collegehas worked with for the past five years. A long-
term calendar has its benefits. It makes planning
academic programs and college events easler, and it
saves time and debate. It also, however, inhibits con-
structlve changes in the calendar, despite assurances
from the Administration that the calendar is flexible
and open to alterations.
The changes Pundit proposed deal with the first
semester crunch. To go from - September to
Thanksgiving without a break is too long. But the four
day Fall break in October is not the solution. It is too
long a break for students to want to stay on campus, but
too short a break for students to go long distances home
or elsewhere. Instead, the College should have two
three-day ~eekends, Fridays off, not Mondays, to glve
students and faculty a chancetc catch up and to have a' •
short breather. The breaks should come after the third
and sixth weeks of classes.
There's no way getting around the Thanksgiving
recess, unless we move the College to Canada, as one
Deansuggested, where Thanksgiving falls at the end of
October, which would make a nice even semester break.
Papers should be due after Christmas; it's as simple
asthat. Onecannot learn much when one's crammed for
time with four finals and two papers. This past
December, 144 people flied for 193Incompletes, almost
10per cent of the student body. It is difficult to deter-
mine how many of these were due to just the time
pressure and not to valid medical excuses or personal
problems. There is no way to determine the number of
extensions requested, an agreement between faculty
and student requiring no committee approval. Another
15per cent of the student body had no grade reported or
a grade missing (this figure does not Include ln-
completes). Sometimes the instructor fails to turn a
grade in ontime, andsometimes the student falls to turn
his work in on time.
There is no need to open the dormitories earlier in
January to accommodate students with papers to do.
Books can be checked in December. Certainly most
students have access to a local library. There would be
no need to waste money and fuel.
We realize the difficulties in devising a new calendar,
the needto consider religious holidays, time restrictions
of Federal programs, cooperation with local schools and
collegeswith whom we have programs, and student and
faculty fatigue. We can't please everyone with our
calendar. but - whatever happened to trying?
t.
A case for responsibility
..~',~~~d--- emocracy
Where has all
our courage gone?
Democracy at Conn.Collegealmost took a beating last
week. When the election for President of the Class of
1977missed quorum by two votes, the Election Board
with the assistance of Student Government President
Rick Allen' asked the permission of Student Assembly to
validate the election.
This proposal by Election Board was the third of three
major mistakes in the recent class elections. One
candidate for Judiciary Board was improperly informed
that he had won. Not until after he had celebrated his
victory late into the night was he told that he had indeed
lost. The only candidate for the President of the Classof
1977was told four days after he had been informed of his
victory that quorum had been incorrectly counted and
had been missed by two votes.
Thesetwo errors are inexcusable: they caused undue
emotional stress to the candidates and reflect a gross
Inefficiency on the part of Election Board.
The third mistake, Election Boa,rd's recom-
mendations to suspendquorum rules in the Class of '77
Presidential election is deplorable and reprehensible.
This recommendation reflects an Insensitivity to the
manner in which a democracy functions.
A quorum is meant to establish a minimum standard
of participation to insure a democratic elj!ction process.
As in any tabulation of ballots, the final vote stands. To
bendthe rules oneway or anofher over a 'close call' is to
open the door to further erosion of the democratic
process.
A portion of our population at Conn.has seemingly lost
its courage. Among us, hidden in the crowd of faces,
there are people who care so much about issues on
campus that they feel compelled to share their feelings,
but they don't want anyone to knowwho they are.
They ask their names to be withheld or use a
pseudonym. Pseudonymscan be cute and engaging, but
finally, they only serve to dress up anonymity.
Weshould nof bepresumptuous andassume that these
are the only folks among us unwilling to risk criticism.
Editors and reporters for Pundit are constantly greeted
by "no comment" or "strictly off the record" reactions
to questions which touch on sticky Issues.
It seems that innocuousnessIs the pathway to success
at Conn.College.Tobequoted ona controversial issue is
to risk public hanging. If our leaders feel this way, it is
asking a lot for the citizen of our community to act
differently.
To sign a letter Is to risk disdain and derision. At the
same time, It Is te..affirm the worth of one's views and
the dignity of the Individual. The abillty of the mind to
assessand formulate opinion is an Indispensable part of
a person. . .- ----
To be identified with an expressed opinion Is to assert
Individuality. A community of Individuals should greet
each opinion offered with the conslderafion and respect
due to every person. COurageaccepts criticism but It
also demands respect. Anything less will only serve to
attack the esteem of the Individual and demean the
worth of the whole community .
no goodbye
Shrouded in silence, Dr. Mary Hall takes leave at
Connecticut College. Repeated attempts by Pundit to
talk with the Dlrector.of Student Health Services about
her future plans met only with steadfast refusals. A
concerned Infirmary official reluctantly._deflected' all. __,
calls made to Dr. Htlll, explaining the ta..citurni!y wltli,
"What can be said that hasn't already beE!n said?'; It is
unfortunate that a woman who has so dedicated herself
to this school for the past thirteen years feels compelled
to walk out without so much as a good-by.e.At a toss for
. lin explanation, the student body can only look 01] and
wonder. Yet in recognition of deeds past, we wish Dr.
'Hall the best In the years to come.' •
Classified ads for gradsSatire -indictors would have you believe. word from the Big Apple is thatIn fact, in preparation for my there is a piece <1 the rock up forgraduallon(?) from Conn., I've grabs somewbere In ldabo.
been compUng a list of possible Prudential claims that they're
job openings. Since Odd Job said looking for an bonest man or
I could come back after I woman to sell malpractice In-
. graduale,l'llclueyouinonafew. surance to pilato farmers. Ap-
But remember to apply early - p1icant sbould have "grass roots
OPDOrtlmlttea we llmIted. appeal," like Jolm-boy <1 The
For BIIIUU IIIIljor • pack up Waltons.
and bead Immedlately lor Des For PlycllolelY IIIIljon - Pert,
Moines, Iowa, where a amalilirm smart, attractive and personable
called Culture City is bIrlng full young gal needed to fill
or plJrl.time people lor the field of secretarial position. Must be able
matebbook editing. Applicants to lick stamps, run errands.
wllb two or more years <1 ex- make coffee, etc. Work late every
,perlence correcting syntax other TIIursday. Apply: National
errors on matcbbook ad- Organization of Women,
vertlsements will be clllSidered. Wasbilllrton. D.C.
For Art Majors· It is nnnored For Eaginftrbll majors - The
that Budweiser will merge with Democratic party is now taking
Rupert-Knickerbocker, and form applications lor the position of
a new beer called Budagllllsel. security guard at TIle Watergate
ObvIously, they must have a new Complex. ,ust have twelve years
design for the beer can. Also, the CIA nperlence, but come off as a
Clydesdale beer wagon bas to be wbeezing, senile old-timer.
repainted. All applications sbould Masldng tape provided. Apply:
be sent to Bud Me in Morrlsson. San Clemente, CsI.
For Economlc IIIIljors - Latest ' GOOD LUCK!
/,\>-......j
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by Walter Palmer
AlrIgbt, take it easy. I know
what a lot of you soon to be
graduates are thinking. "Wbat
am I gonna do next year?"
"What good Is this diploma?"
"What am I gonna get out of this
twenty-tbousand dollar in-
vestment?" Yeab. I know the
feellnj. I was in the same frame
Ii mind last summer wben my
neigbbor rejected my application
to mow his lawn because be said I
was overqualified and probably
wouldn't last tbe summer. Ad-
mittedly ,I was bummed out for a
while, but tben I realized bow
many jobs were available if you
just looked closely enough, I sent
in an application that said I was
an Asian HIstory major with a
strong interest in ancient
OrIental china, and, sure enough,
six montbs later I got a job
wasbing dlsbes in a Cbinese
restaurant.
So you see, it's not as hopeless
as tbe latest batcb of economic
-
Style
Doing it right "11~m
-l
J:
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m
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Well, dear friends, it is about lime lor me to throw in the towel-
as Conn College's JJJ08l invisible dileUante.
SO lor this, my last piece, I thought to define briefly the
essence of "style." I will then finisb up by telling youwhy I write
under a pseudonym.
Tbe real essence of style is doing things right. It is spending all
the time and energy necessary to go all the way with a project. It
is pride in execution.
Most tbings at Conn are second-best. The decisiOOllby ad-
ministrators, the behavior of the student body. Projects are
undertaken under the doctrine of least initial cost, with little
thougbt to the costs of maintenance afterwards. Papers are
thrown tOgether at the' last minute, with energy speIlt in
lu1minating over the grade received. People do not want to
expend that extra effort to really do things right. Effort is ex-
pended in efforts at the defense of shoddy.
I reaebed the conclusion that people do less !ban their best
because they bate themselves. Tbey are gluttons lor the punish-
ment they receive as a result of their botebed jobs.
I assign the same reason for people smoking, failing to eat
JlI'operly, and failing to get enoogb' exercise, but that is another
slOry.
Being the self-appointed gadfly I am, I bave tried to induce
change by citing examples not to follow and by my standard
weapon: sarcasm. However, I am also a cynic, so I got just
about the response I expected.
Now on to my pseudonym.
Tbrougbout my 'life, no one has ever paid any attention to
anylbing I have said. Eventually, I came to the realization that
after a certain period of time in one place, my suggestions were
rejected simply because it was I wbo suggested them.
So. hefore launching the classic dilettante column, I chose lbe
classic dilettante's name as a pseudonym.
And now, as the inestimable George Sanders said in bis
suicide note: "Dear World, I am leaving because 1am bored."
your obediant servant,
~ .
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'NOT llIAT 1111COMPAR/N'Mf/SELF 10 ROOSEVELT, BUr .. '_______________ letterstotheditor--------------
tbemselves on a minority bas;" Blacks are set apart not only by
witb Blacks. The number of tbe color of their skin but also by
Jewish students on tbis campus tbeir names and traditional
greatly exceeds tbe Black stereotypes. In essence, Jewisb
minority. students cannot equate, sym-
Secondly, Jewish students are pathize or relate to lbe Black
not 'pre-judged on tbe basis of experience at Connecticut
color as are Blacks, but they may College, because your (their)
_ be pre-judged by the exposure of ~color sets you apart from us!
tbeir last names wblcb might In looking at race-relations at
influence negative attitudes Connecticut College, there will
against tbem. .None\beless. never be harmony on lbis caml"ls
,- -'- --, as long as racist attitudes
prevaiL
Our very existence at Con-
necticut College is a eultural-
sboek. We are expected to
'sacrifice" our black identity in
order to assimilate into lbe wblte
campus community. We will not
assimilate and vanish into the
white community, we sbouldn't
bave to! We want to be in-
C!:':porateo into the communlt}·
for what we are - "Black
Students. "
TIle comparison between Black
and wblte students in terms of
grades is notfeasible. D's and F's
are rampantyart of the Black
experience at Connecticut
College. We have found as blacks
students that we bave to prove
oorselves - Wby is Ibis? We can
only conclude that over racist
altitudes prevail.
We feel that professors do not
sympathize with Black students,
wbieb Is reflected by the number
of D's 'and F's received by the
majority of black students.
Therefore it is,incorrectly stated
!bat black students do receive
sympalby grades.
In rebuttal to the article en-
titled "it ain't so," we say it is so.
TIle black student statement did
not contain '~flimsy ac-
cusations." The statement that
appeared in Pundit on April 17th
dealt with issues reflective of
many black students tnougnts;
some' gone and some on campus'
who feel that discriminatory
practices were used aginst them.
TIle question of wbo wrote tbe
statement is irrelevant. What is
important bere, is tbe feelings
expressed. U the administration
and students are truly concerned
with the issue at band, they
should call in lbe black Student
Union as a group and deal with it
as an issue. We claim that overt
racism is not an individual
problem, but a group problem.
We invite lbe administration to
take a look at the records wblcb
substantiate what we are saying.
TIle Executive Board
. MInority Cultural Center.
points:
TIle Black Student Statement
was written in an earnest desire
to state what a large number of
blacks on campus truly feel. It
was meant to enllgbten tbe wblte
college community, to let lbem
know where things stand so that
sometbing constructive could be
done about them. As students,
blacks want to be treated as sueb.
not as Black students. As blacks.
they want their cultural
uniqueness to be recognized and
respected. Color-bllnllness and
ignorance help no one.
TIle Jewlsb Student Statement,
as a parody, meant to put certain
problems in perspective. Hoping
to show lbat tbings migbt not be
. as bad as they seem, and that
some problems are simply
student problems. unrelated to
race. it came off instead as un-
sensitive and uncaring. Rather
than,smoothing any rougb spots,
it made them all the bumpier.
Black students are aware of
how wblte students are often
inteimidated by them. of bow
Ifllit .. ··al\! 'often afraid to ap-
proach them. This undue caution
is n9t deslr~ble of Maltby for
either side. It simply grows from
!be lack of any meaningful dally
interaction between tbe two
groups, and it disguises the true
concern many whites have for
black concerns. Eacb mistrusts
lbe olber somewhat, not knowing
where eacb other stands. Face-
to-face, smcere contact Is the
best way to begin solving any
existing problem. No one is
eM" dO-PaleS
no comparison
Letter To Tbe Editor:
This statement is a response to
students who felt tbat tbe Black
Students' Statement, which
appeared in Pundit two weeks
ago was not justified or valid. .
In regard in the J ewisb
statement, we Black students feel
that Jewisb people cannot equate
Editorial Board
Co.E d itors-I n-C hief
Pam Aliapoulios and Cindy Indriso 1
~ ~ Wittter;Palmer
Lynda Ha"e'
Seth Greenland
Anne Robillard
Carin Gordon
Li Bancala
Leslie Bragdon
-gltOdty lIehls'ein
Karl K. Crhrisfoffers
Managing
News
Fine Arts
Spor's
Contributing
Photography
Graphics
Copy
Business.and Advertising
'talk to each other'..............
To Tbe Editor:
As seen in lbe past two weeks,
racial relations on lbis caml"ls
are not at all pleasant. The Black
and Jewlsb student statements, <
eacb in.tbeir own way, Sllugbtto
somehow ease the tension. Un-
fortunately, neither succeeded.
In fact,' lbey seemed to' make
matters worse. In an effort to .
clear up any dangerous
misconceptions or hard feelings
that they may have caused, we
would like to offer the followl""
Production Staff: 'Christ1a-n Stelnway. Libby Baylies, Coleen
O'Shea, Theodore Romanow, Debbie Alter, Steve T..Jft, Linda
Bennett, Cindy. Roehr;-Alan ~IUgman~ :- . -
. Second classpos,age paid-at New London, Conn. 06320
Subscriptit'n r:a,te: $6.00 per. Vear. .
Published bv the students of connecticut College Thursday
while 'he College is in session. Information to be prin'ed in an
issue must be ill the.'Edi-tors' hands tiy tfle Sundav before the
disired inclusion, unless- prior arrangements are made. The
PUNDIT's 'PostOffite Box is 1351,there is alas a sCotin the door
of the PUNDIT's,oftice, Cro 212. Editorial Board meetings ue
held every Thursday of publication at 6:30 in the PUNDIT office.
PUNDIT is represented for National Advertising by: National
Educational Advertising Service, Inc., 360LeXington Ave., New
York, New york, 10017.
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eonece Council baa spent the
majority 01 Ita recent meetings
revIaiDI and lIPprov!ng the By-
Ia... 01 the Student Government
Association. The recommended
By-la... bave been reported out
of tbe ConaUlutionai Review
Committee wbleb baa also
aubmitted them to Student
Assembly for lIPproval.
The By-la ... now provide for
lmpeacbment procelI..- .. for the
President and Vice-president of
Student Government, mandatory
dorm meetings three limes per
semester, and mandatory House
Council meetings once a month.
The impeacbment provision says
that, the President and VIce-
president "May be impeached for
mlause of funds, laldng action
CQn!rary,to a leglslatlve,llCt of the
Student Assembly and College
Council, and gross misconduct
related to the (respective) of·
fice ... "
Other significant changes in
the By-laws include the provision
that "Student Assembly shall
approve all removal of appointed
poaltlons by' a simple majority
vote." The By-laws have also
allowed for the .. tablislunent of a
subcommittee of College Council
for review and recommendation
of budget allocations for clubs.
This subcommmee will have
ten members: the three up-
perclaas Presidents, Vice-
president of student Assembly,
·Dean of student AffaIrs, one
College Council faculty member,
two members of Student
Assembly, one student
organization treuurer, and one
JIODovotingsludent member of lbe
DeveJOJIIIltnl CommIttee. The
subcommlllee wllJ send Its
recommendations to College
Council wbleb "shall bave sole
l-
ez
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Book Co-op
committee?
In an effort to gain more ef-
ficiency in.obtaining boots and
posibIy gel them at a cbeaper
price, a commillee of Interested
students is being organized to
Investigate the possibility of a
bcK* coop In conjunction with
other area schools.
Rick Allen, Student Assembly
President, said tbat notling has
been Invesligsted yet and he is
not even sure change will be
poas!bIe. He eotmIlented that
perbaps there sbould be a
reorganization of the present
bodtatae.
According to Dorothy Riley,
Booksbop Manager, sbe has
heard from oiber sd)ooIs that
coops are not ouccesaful. She
CllIDIDtntedalso that at schools
with coops;they are Independent
of the acbool and not located on
college IX'4JEi ty. She said that
though she was not too familiar
with coqlII, they cwld threaten
the laJ:~RIIIpt stalus Ii. the
0001. .
The committee, acconling to
Allen, will probably not meet
IDltil nest September but students
who are Interested OIl being on
the committee s/lauJd. conlac~
IBn. ._- --- - --_..
respollSibilltY lor determining
budget allocations."
College Council dIscuased the
posslWily and finally defeated a
motion for the inclusion of an
article to provide for referen-
dums. Though the Ccuncil
defeated the motion after debate,
it waa generally agreed that lbe
possibility of IDcluding a
mechanism for referendum
sbou1d be di",,'·se<\ at a later
meeting.
The defeated motion would
bave provided for a referendlDD
UPODpresentation to the election
board Ii. a petition signed by ten
per cent of the matriculated
students. The provision for
passage read, "A two-thirds
quorum is required; a simple
majority is required to approve
said referendum."
Those in opposition to the
motion were concerned that the
referendum would be used in
issues where a majority in favor
Ii. an issue could not be binding
and would therefore be useless.
Several members of Council
agreed this was a difficulty but
felt that some sort of mechanism
for referendum should be
provided in the By-laws.
President of Student Government
Rick Allen, waa dissatisfied with
the moliODfor it bad no provision
insuring that the proper cbanDels
had been attempted before
b!lIdiog a referendWl.
Council also haa approved
some budget requests from clubs,
and, installed neW class officers.
Of the four faculty members OD
Council, two will remslo for the
following academic year and two
Dewmembers shall be voted by
the faculty. One Ii. the remaining
faculty members baa attended
very few meelinllS this semester;
Pundit would Ilke to recommend
the faculty consider the can-
didate's availability of time as
well as bis - her competence and
intereat when it elecls two new
representatives to the College
Council.
Besides four faculty members,
College Councll is comprised of
the three class presidents,
chsirmen of the fresbman class,
President, Vice·president,
Secretary.treasurer and
Parliamentarian of Student
Government, the Judiciary
Bosrd Chsirman, house fellow
representative, the Dean of the
College and the Dean of Student
Affslrs. President Ames, also a
member, has been in regular
attendance at recent meetings.
New London Shorts
The man chosen by Governor
Grasso to be the nest Com-
missioner of State Police favors
the use Df "dum-dum" bullets
and opposes a bill wbleb would
minimize criminal penalties for
possession of marijuana. State
Police LieutenaDt Edward
Leonard formed the State's first
narcotics squad. -
Bank Street's looking good.
Restoration has begun on a single
building whieb was built 100
years ago. The attitude of City
officials toward the decrepit state
of the buildings on the street is to
either "tear 'em down or fix 'em
up." The lucky building on ~
Bank Street houses the New
London Shoe Repair and
Brtdgeview Barber Shop.
The policy .. New London fire
and police officials is to take
every bomb scare as if it were the
real thing. Owners of establish-
ments who don't report any
threats called in will be held
responsible for the consequences.
There have been several recent
threats at the New London High
Scbool and the Submarine Base.
The Thames Shipyard, located
between the Connecticut College
and Coast Guard Academy
Boathouses, baa been named to
the National Register of Historic
Places. The 109-year-<>ld
sblpyard has also been placed on
a Coast Guard list to be razed for
a C.G. Research Center and
ellpanded marine facilities. The
C.G. owns the shipyard, but must
discuss its fate with the National
Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation. There has been
some talk to move portions of the
yard and its marine railway to
Mystic Seaport.
Keith '8 Column from page 6 -
plU down Dypocn.,1 ... upiays up
real love is marvelous. The song
"Attitude DaDclng," wblcb
features Carole King, James
Taylor, Jim GordoD and Wlllie
WeeIla, sbou1d become a bit. I
dI.scovered an old camp buddy of
mine, BllIy Memlt, playing on
Ibis alblm. Carly records bis
song ''Sons .. Summer," and be
plays piano. The song is really
quite pretty, despite all of tbe
sado_ It cooveys.
I think that-tbis albWl is best
summed up in a line from Billy's
song. lie .18 that "Love that is
real will Dol fade away like the
morning star." Neither will
music that Is this good.
And now my favorite all!.Wl ..
the8e four. It is OrIeana' _nod
il~. Irrblld~pIck-...e group
right now to be very, very
popular iD tbe future (and
deservedly so), I would pick
Orleans. ThIs band bas so much
talent that it is dIsgustIog when
one sees the do&ell8 .. other
bands who...~ rUiPg it in. The
band is fronted by Jobo Hall, a
man wbooe songs are the best to
come along In a long time. The
band's vocal tecboique is every
bit aa good as tbe Eagles and
their sound is Dol unlike a cross
between the Engles and the
Doobies. ThIs alblm could be the
sleeper of the year. Every song
on it is good and the tlUe cut, "Let
There Be Music," is such a joyful
cry that one can't belp bullove it
UPODinitial hearing. H you buy no
other albWl in the near tut..-e,
get this ODt. • -
On dormitory housing
To_The College Community:
The Housing Commillee has been very aware of the
arguments in favor of a Quiel-Considerate dormitory for the
coming year and it recognizes that all dormitories do not work
perfectly for all students. The Conunittee made its decision
after much deliberation for the following reasons:
1. All dormitories should be avallahle to all students and a
precedent has been set to ellmioale special housing.
2. All dormitories should operate on the premise of quietness ""'"
and consideration.
3. We think oroblems in dormitories can be dealt with more
to have effeclive student input in the formation of housing Wi
Judiciary Board in the extreme cases. ~,
4. Dormitory life should include living with people who have
dilferent sttitudes and life styles.
5. In establishing one "quiet" (considerate) dormitory, some
students use tbis as an excuse to exhibit noisy and Inconsiderate
behavior in the other dormitories.
The Ad-Hoc Housing Committee was formed three years ago
to have effeclive student input in th formation of housing
procedures. The structure of the Commillee was based on
representation from some special interest groups as well as
students who were members at large. Two of this year's
members at large currently llved in 'Harkness and at the
suggestion of the Committee, tbey conducted meetings in their
dormitory as a means of encouraging discussion about how the
House had functioned tbis year. The Committee also opened a
sign-up list on February 27 which was closed on March 26 for
students who wished to indicate their interest in living in this
type of housing next year. All of'these pofnts were considered by
the Committee before a vote was taken.
When the Housing Commillee announced its decision to
discontinue a "quiet" (considerate) dormitory, concerned
students quickly organized an open meeting to which all
members of the Housing Committee were invited In order for a
greater nwnber of Committee members to hear tbe opinions of
these concerned students.
At the next Housing Commillee meeting, four of these con-
cerned students presented their request again and after some
deliberation the Housing Committee once again voted "No" on
the issue. A student petition was oresented attbe next meeting
and the issue was opened again in light of the concern' we had
seen expressed but the Committee voted to support their
original decision.
10 view of our experience Ibis year, we believe that in the
future the Housing Committee should be elected hy the second
• week in November and tbatalll4 members should be elected by
student Assembly as members at large. There should be at least
one open meeting to which all special interest groups may come
and present their requests and all final decisions of the Com-
millee should be announced prior to spring vacation.
The Ad-HocHousing Commlllee
Facult, grow their own
ByMarUyu Post
The faculty ''victory gardens"
of World War IT years are once
agsln being tilled. Last year the
Faculty Economic Status
Committee, chaired by Professor
Thomas Ammirati, suggested
thst the gardens that had been
cultivated up until some time in
the 1960's be once again utilized
to belp absorb the food costs of
Individual faculty members and
their families.
About 18 faculty participated
last swnmer, among whom were
Prli.essors Cbsrles Chu, Paul
Fell, Eugene Tebeonepe, and
Elinor and MarijaD
DespaIalovic. This summer the
gardens are again ellpected to be
used. Of the plots avsllable, 4 or 5
have already been committed,
. and about 6 to 10 Dlmslo.
The land, lIPprozlmately on...
half acre between Salton Sall and
OOelko Street, was last SlDDmer
shared with the Upward Bound
Program. The ground was
colleclively tilled, fertilized,
staked and fenced for a fee
collected from each participating
faculty member. Since there is no
water on the land, each fsculty
farmer must haul bis or her own
to their plot. Consequently, the
plots have been used primarily
by prli.essors who live nearby.
The Economic Status Com-
mittee is affiliated with a local
Drancn Of the Americsn
Association of University
Professors, a natiODal
organizatioD whose purpose is to
provide -college and university
Instructors with information
concerning ways in wblch they
may improve their econolDlC
status. i:
- .... Improvisations and" Pieces
by -
The Experimental Movement Workshop
Monday Evening
May 5
8:00 p.m.
Crozier-Williams Dance Studio
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Students honored with awards
by Lynda Batter
Last Friday, Conn. College
honored students wbo have done
distinguisbed work in and out of
the classroom. Most awards
were designated for seniors; a
few were given to lDlderclassmen
who have demonstrated unusual
brilliance in lbe lime they have
been bere. The fielding Award
which had been traditionally
given to a senior woman for
outslanding work for ber class
and tbe wbole ccmmunity was
given to Vickie Leonbart.
Pundit's contributing Editor,
Carin Gordon, won the Boden-
I wein Journalism award and Copy
Editor, ,gaucby Feldstein, won
tbe prize for Russian Translation.
Most of the academic depart-
ments game awards to students
wbo had demonstrated academic
Irilliance and original thinking in
their respective disciplines.
Some departments gave several
awards. Pbi Beta Kappa and
Dana scbolars were listed on the
program and received a bearty
applause.
In tribute to tbe work done by
two members of this year's
senior class, tbe College Council
ereeted.a special award to bonor
Carin Gordon and Rlcbard
Licbtenstein. Tbe Student
Government Association
Distinguisbed Service Award was
given to tbese two seniors for
their "outstanding service and
dedication to tbe aims, principles
and goals of tbe Student
Government Association during
four years at Connecticut
College."
James R. BaIrd, Professor of
English, delivered an address on
"Ralpb Waldo Emerson's
SCholar: Man and TbInking."
Using Emeraon's address to
Harvard, be brIIlIanUy outlined
man's relationship to the COIIIIlOI
and the Importance of the in-
dividual to the entire world
perspective, not simply to the
AmertCIIII scene.
[~2'"~~~.~.<."'~~:C.;i:£;;;,,;:i' 1-
Professor James Baird delivers lecture at awards
assembly
Attention
To all black students concerned with the present
problem of racial discrimination on the Conn.
College campus: Please voice your specific corn-
plaints to your class deans as soon as possible. This
is the first concrete step that has been taken since
the April 17 article that appeared in Pundit.
Debra Clark '76
Darryle Sinnette '76...............................
C\("•• ~•. 'n<. "" ....., 1'~'rl •
T., Lost ,and- Found artlcles including jewelry,
glasses, clothing, books, etc. are located with Mrs.
Neilan in the Information Office, Fanning Hall 104.
Students are asked to check for lost articles before
leaving campus 'at the end of .the semester.
<.,
QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"Someone said this past weekend, 'I think it's a
happy campus.' 1think, in the balance, it is."
President Oakes Ames to a Ptmdit reporter, April
JB, 1975.
Bombscares are free
by R.G. Mlterko
To.thoseuf you that have been caught M10rl wblle eating in the
CrOZler.Wil1IamsSnack Bar, studying 10 the library, or other-
wise been affected by the current rash of Ixmb scares, rest
assured; tbe cost of these incidents is limited to the in-
convenience suffered by all involved. ChIef Francis O'Grady
bead of campus security and the College Treasurer, and
business manager Leroy Knight Jr. have II88lD"ed us that the
college incurs no tangible costs and pays no fees. The New
London Police and Fire Departments have been cooperating
fully witb Campus Security in the inyestlgation, as they would
on matters of comparable nature, Such as false alarms. etc,
ChIef O'Grady stressed the intangible effecta sueb as the loss
in man-hours to both the New London Pollee and FIre Depart-
ments as well as Campus Security,
Oakes' Ames, President of the College, also spoke on the
valuable lime lost by students and faculty wben they are forced
to vacate a College !dcility because ofbornb threats.
Security Log
There bas been little variety in
the Security Log since It was last
published before Spring Break,
with elleepllon for the constant
bomb threata. Nevertheless, the
incidents continue.
Another locker room theft was
reported, this one last Saturday
afternoon. The lock was broken
<if and a watch and wallet were
stolen.
The trend in bicycle thefts
continues - three have been
stolen since Spring Break, in-
cluding one last week that was
locked up rather tidily in the
SmIth-Burdick basement.
Three glass doors were
sma.abed in various locations
around campas over tbe
weekend. A patnting was taken
from the ~n Lounge of CrozIer-
Wlllisms. Two llI;IIplifler beads
are missini from Cummings Art
~enler.
The locker room thefts and
stolen paintiDl- prove that we
need a more effective method of
regulating entry and usage of the
facililies' in Cro. '
The 'case of some missing
expensive stereo equipment that
was taken from a room in Smith-
Burdick over Spring Break bas
been solved and over half of the
stolen goods have been
recovered. The parents of a 17-
year old New London youth aided
in tbe case. lIU/l
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Committee proposes tenure guidelines
by Bill Looney "regularize" these peocedures department must be consulted by the committee was worklng on
The Student-Faculty Com- and strengthen the role of the chairman of that department now, Ms. Eisenmann replied that
nuttee on Tenure, formed late students and administration in an concerning faculty promotions, the committee was working on a
last year with the designated area long considered to be an appointments and such." She method to make teacher
purpose of investigating the exclusive prerogative of tbe revealed that under the proposed evaluation procedures uniform.
procedures used in the awarding faculty.' change, the department chair- "It will be a standard
of tenure, bas recommended to According to student member man would be required to submit questionnaire, presented to
the faculty at large a number of Linda Eisenmann the com- written opinions from the student classes at tbe end of every
revisions to the present policy mittees recommenW;tions which committees along with the course. The results will be
which, if accepted, would were presented to the faculty staffing recommendations he or jrinted, and each professor will
______________________ --, yesterday, are intended to abe regularly subffiits to the immediately see where he stands
"codify and regularize a pollcy President. In regard to the In- with his peen. The whole
whicb has been rather nebulous creased role the new revisions teaching evaluation process is
to date." "We've attempted to are expected to give the acf. going to be opened up in lbe
make more clear p-ocedures ministration. committee JrO~. If it's accepted, it will
used in awarding tenure." chairman John King, instroctor ~sJ1y be. the most concrete and
Eisenmann said tbe committee in tbe German department, said irn m e d 18 Iely a p par en t
went over the policy directives it was perhaps the most achievement of ~is.COrnn;utte,~
contained in tbe present faculty significant point in the proposals. from the students point of view,
handbook point by point, "in "For the first time we'll be telling
short we examined the present new candidates for tenure that
policy more closely than had they will no longer be judged
been done before." Sbe also exclusively on lbeir personal
stressed lbat the role of student qualifications. The needs of the
advisory committees bad been Administration in planning for
strengthened. "The input' of . the future will now be considered
students will be made uniform in more directly than they have
.all departments. been in the past." In a Pundit
"One section of the proposed interview on Monday, Dean
revision contains a clause whtcb Swanson said that the ad-
states clearly that the com- ministration was "well-satisfied"
mittees of eacb academic with the proposals, and he
stressed that he and President
Ames had had only a minor role
in the committee's deliberations
"as it was fundamentally a
faculty committee." Swanson
also said that the administration
was still concerned about the
potentiality of an overly tenured
faculty restricting the college's
academic. flexibility.
When asked what percentage of
the faculty was tenured
jrJ!sently, Swanson gave a figure
of ~ per cent - "full time,
equivalent faculty." He eJ<P!lfts
this percentage to increase
slightly next year. "I don't think
. _ the problem is serious right now,
.. __ • ~ 58 per cent is. al\.,accepta!?le
ligur.e to me - but we are very
much in favor of the committee's
proposal precisely because it
protects us in lbe future, The
possibility of a too-highly tenured
department, which would
necejlSitate staff cuts among
tenured faculty, could be a
rea lity in the near future if we
don't take stock of our needs."
1Sd qu:r.g ~'l!!l.~j!l!li\'i lR *iH'atlers
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Simon's comedy less than triumphant
.-:oz
:::>
Q.
by Alu XI.........
There is a great deal to be said
about the parent's week-end
production d Neil Simon's, "The
Star Spangled Girl." To begin
with, Simon's play is one of the
funniest and best written
comedies d the wtlen years. A1J
with most of SImon's plays, this
one concerns tbe pllgbt of the
everday clly dweller. Simon bas
a very clever way of making his
audience laugb at lblngs that
would normally make it cry.
"The Star Spangled Gir~" is a
play written around tbree
characters. Norman and Andy
are two brilliant Dartmoutb
graduates, trying to make a
living from tbelr politically
9Ubverslve magazine; Norman is
the creative genius behind tbe
enterprise, wbile Andy is the
businessman d the operation.
Both of these guys are very in-
tense people, and Norman's
I:ird!ralned-nalv&-easygoing
allIlude is balanced out by An-
dy's overconcern witb a
magazine that has laken away
his ablllly to feel real emotion.
Sophie Rauscbmeyer is the
very moral girl who bas moved
nen doOl'; sbe sees the guys as
radicals and ber only desire is to
marry ber lIance, a first
lieutenant in the marine corps.
Norman falls beIpIessly In love
with the smell d lbJs hick girl
from HunnIcutt, Arkansas, and
goes crazy lryingto lhInk of ways
to win ber over. He gives ber
emlle foods, waxes ber floors so
she slips, almost drowns ber cat,
paInls "I love you" on the
alairway, and eventually causes
ber the loss d her job. Sophie (an
ex-<>lympicswimmer) loses lbe
job teaching swimming at lbe
Y.M.C.A., wben Norman chases
ber around lbe Y. Andy makes UP
for lbJs by hiring ber as a
secretary-lype; sbe eventuatly
realizes that sbe really loves
Andy, and he gives in to ber crazy
smell. The whole thing is very
beclic, yet this is one asset that
makes the play so wonderful.
This IrIngs us to the faults of
lbe production. It really is about
lime that Connecticut College
ltfered a course that laught Its
lbesplans the arts of speech,
pronounciation, and projection.
Some of thepla.v'. best Hiles were
lost in a maze of unclear words.
The script calls for the lines to be·
delivered perfectly well. There
were nwnerous technical
troubles that also got in lbe way
of a smooth running per-
formance.
The performances of the cast
are yet anolber story, for due to
poor directing there was lillie
unity among them. Kevin
Murray's directing left the backs
It the actors to the audience too
etten, and he failed to preserve
lbe pace It lbe comedy. In his
other role as Andy, Murray
reduced bimself to nothing more
than a straight man for Nomran;
lbJs was not the way Simon
meant It to be, for be gave Andy
some of the funnier lines. Murray
seemed to have laken the role too
1igbtly, for It just wasn't con-
vlncing. Part It lbJs may be due
to the fact that be replaced
someone who left the cast, yet It
looked as If be'd been superficial
in his characterization. He spent
an entire scene wilb a sunburn
that was obviously made UP to
I'" gruesome, yet Murray never
sbowed any pain. He under
played the entire performance.
This Is not the case with the
other two performances, which'
were bolb very convincing and
enjoyable. As Norman, Jeremiah
Wllliamson ..... weird; be ex-
ploded, kept his facial ex-
pressions looking crazy, and kept
his energy level up. He caputred
Norman's brilliant mind and
feelings of love, very con-
vincingly. Joan Schwenk was
equally wining as Sophie, and lbe
over exaggerated accent worked
really well. AIllt ber gestures fit
lbe characterization she never
!roke out It.The most enjoyable
parts of her performance were
the scenes in which she got
angry, for ber seriousness made
the scenes even funnier. With the
help of an excellently wrillen
part, Schwenk gave the audience
a willy performance that won
everyone over.
Even wilb its faults, "the Star
Spangled Girl" proved to be very
humorous. Two perifomances
were well worth seeing, and
Simon was at bls best. It should
be noted too, that by the last
scene, many of the problems
were wori<edout.
Keith's Column- Four for the Summer
by Keith Rlller
Ab Spring! The lime of rebirth,
the season of maternity! One can
sense II everywhere, not only by
glancing about at the trees wbose
leafy limbs berald the season, but
also by opening one's ears. The
music of spring is something
marvelous Indeed.
. Last wee!<Ihad the pleasure of
receiving four new albums which
are SIi· excellent that for the
serious music addict not to
posse. all four is a gross over-
aigbl. The first d these albums Is
the long-awaited "Judith" album
by Judy Collins. Of late, Ms. C's
mic bas been loot in its OW<I-.
folksiness and sentimentality.
However, on this album,
masterfully produced by Pbll
Ramone, Judy asserts berself as
one of the premier female In-
terpreters in music today. Her
veralODB d Steve GOodman's
"CIty of l',n'Orleans" and The
Stemea' uSIlt d. the Earth" are
deIUned to be classic renditions
d lholIe pieces. ArIf Mardin's
arrangement of the seleclions
tbrangbout the a1blm is most
~. The onlY•.weak point In
the alblm occurs in "I'll Be
Seeing You," which suffers from
a somewhat schmaltzy string
accomp8Dlment.
Raving dealt with a female
singer, I now turn my gaze to
Jesse Colin Young's newest;
"Songbird." Young is best known
for his leadership of the
Youngbloods, a late sixties group
which foresn8Qowea toe
"goodiirne" sound of such groups
as Poco.' Young has released
several solo albums, all 01. which
have featured good vocals but
weak musicianship. However, on
"Songljrd," Young shows that be
bas retained all of the ability
wblch made his role in the
YoungbloodS so vital. Par-
ticularly worth nollng is the raw
treatment an old Youngblood's·-
tune, "Sugar Babe, It receives.
The song acquires a new meaning
in lbJs version. Also outataoding
is the jazzy "Belore You Came"
which bas poleDlla1 in dlacos.
I bav~ saved the two most
important alblap8 for last. The
iirst of these Is Cilrly Simon's
"Playing POS9UtD."Ms. Taylor's
UJteresting and good to lIaten to.. ..... .. -- -
but it was weak. However I
"Playing Possum" Is a strong
effort, sparked by master
producer Richard "Ringo" Perry
and James "Hubby" Taylor.
There are so many guest artists
on lbJs album that I could devote
8D' entire page to IIsling them.
One mlgbt ask, Ab, but lben
Cilrly is not really do;ng the work
onthisalbum!? Ab, but she is! At
all times is she in control and the
olber musicians play to her style,
and not she to theirs.
As always, Cilrly's'lyrics are
excellent. The beautiful way she
continued on page four
l'
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Doc Severenson and the NBC orchestra - the only
thing missil)g was Tommy Newsom
Heeere's Talent!
by J.B. Rare
The first annual Junior Class Talent Show was presented this
past Saturday. Starring Johnny Carson (or was that Walter
Palmer?) lbe show was an entertaining combination of serious
and humorous talent. .
The show was structured like lbe Tonight·Show, with carson,
Ed McMahon (Sandy Leith) and Doc Sevreusen (Rick Allen)
with the NBC orchestra, The show opened with an unlypically
funny monologue (lbe big laugh being when Ed asked Johnny,
"How rough was it?"), referring to Conn. before co-education,
followed by a very professional classical piano selection by.carl
Frye Ill. Ed and Johnny lben attempted the well-known (?)
Carnac routine, and received the usual roar when they got to the
last envelope.
Talent, Talent, Talent ."
this was followed by a short guitar act, then a Budweiser
corrunercial. George ("I just gotta have a Bud!") Hayden kept
lbe place in stitches wilb his now famous Bud Man routine.
David Cruthers performed wilb equal skillin telling his "down
Maine" stories. Dsvid 'Kelly was unable to suck his un-
coagulated jello, but the crowd found his stage manner very
. entertaining. Paul Fulton got tbe audience into lbe act with his
Crozier-Williams blues (Ba Ba BaBurdick!) and songs about
dorm life. Keith Ritter provided a lillie of the Lenny Bruce, and
a lot of uneasy parents, as he discussed his first encounters with
planned parenthood.
Rock On
Kevin (thas alrightl ) Thompson strutted onto lbe stage
dressed as only Mic Jagger knows how, and broke up lbe place
wilb his excellent rendition of "Brown Sugar." Truly talented
Carrmne Brown sang an exciting acapella number, and her
enlbuslasm and exuberance was projected both mentally and
physically Into the audience. As always, her voice was
something special. _ ,
Dave (the staggering gourmet) Merves prepared a typical
dinner in Harris, conslsling of baked beans, cottage cheese,
jello, chocolate sauce, old grilled cbeese, a bagel and other such
entrees: then proceeded to combine the entire mess in a blender
to lbe tune of "The William Tell Overture." Bracing himself
wilb a slug of Glenfiddich, Merves drank the sluff, which he
promptly shared wilb his mother and carson. In one of the
highlights of tbe alternoon, President Ames came down from
the audience to share in lbe feast.
A ping-pong demonslration by Eugene Kumekawa and a
friend quieted things down for a short while. The final act
featured tbe Brothers of Conn. College- BobbyWilliams, Larry
Thomas, Bill Butler and Don Formey miming "In The Rain"
and inviting the audience up on the stage to rock out to "For The
Love of Money." -
For a production with almost no reharsal, lbe entire show
cam: off remarkably well, altbough It was possiblly too long.
Special thanks should be extended to Walter Palmer Biz Orr
and Bob Hoffman for lbeir work In organizing the show: . '
~ WeN I presents:.- Artist's Oils IheSHADOWAcrylics
Canvas original radio broadcastsSilk Screen Supplies
Graphic Art written especially· for WeNI . .
Or'D"ing Supplies
106 BOSTON POST RD. Friday mornings at 11:30
WATERfORD CENTER'
442-0626 A Jebortnique Production ",. - - .,
I:)faauate wno teacnes cauet in
the dance department, has
performed with various dance
companies, including the Kazuko
Hirabayashi Dance Theatre, the
American Ballet Company and
the Metropolitan Opera Ballet
Company.
Lenore Latimer, a former
member of the Jose Limon
Company for ten years,
. developed her piece, "Symphony
Impromptu," with the students in
her dance workshop class. The
work, performed without music
and partially improvised, is an
outgrowth of Ms. Latimer's belief
that "dance relies on music too
much." She explains, <IIwanted
to see if it was possible to do a
dance without music, in which
the dancers themselves are the
'music." Ms. Latimer, currently
working with the Dance Theater
Workshop and teaching in New
York, is also a Juilliard graduate
who has studied with Doris
Humphrey, Louis Horst and Anna
Sokolow.
The concert is the final event in -
the firsst season of the Con-
necticut College dance sub-
scription series. Non-
subscription rates are $3.00,$2.25
and $1.50, with special discounts
for low income groups, senior
citizens and students. Ticket
information may be obtained by
calling the Palmer Auditorium
Box Office (442-9131)between 9
a.m. and 12 noon or the dance
department (442-5391,Ext. 373)
after 1:00 p.m.
Dance preview highlights
romantic ballet
Spring Dance- May 2&3
Four Star Rating
A spring dance concert to be
held at Connecticut C<>llegeon
May 2nd and Srd at 8:00 p.m. 10
Palmer Auditorium will feature
the reconstruction of one of the
famous works in the early
development of modern dance,
"Women's Song" by Helen
Tamiris. Marking the first time
the work has been shown in over
twenty years, the piece will be
performed by advanced dance
majors at Connecllcut College
under the direction of the Dance
Notation Bureau in New York.
Ann McKenzie, a former
member of the' Tamiris Com-
pany has visited the campus
several times this spring to work
with the dancers putting the
finishing touches on the per-
forming style of the piece, taught
to them by Ray Cook from the
labanotated score. The concert
represents a unique opportunity
to see a work comparable to the
early works of such pioneers of
modern dance as Martha
Graham and Doris Humphrey.
TwO other diverse works
choreographed by contemporary
professional artists presently
teaching at the College WIll
complete the program.
"Shadowscape" by Lance
Westergard, associate director of
the Kathryn Posin Company in
NewYork, is a ballet designed for
the dance students at Connecticut
College to the music of Arthur
Honegger and Frederic-
Francois Chopin. Mr.
Westergard, a Juilliard
by J. Allen Kraok
'Parents' Weekend Com-
mitte's' "The Knack", presented
April 25, 26 and 27 in Palmer
Auditorium, was a bright cultural
star in the weekend's uncertain
firmament. Written by Ann
Jellicoe, the play is a fast-
moving, bipolar confrontation
between the forces of authority
and exploitation and the
"mellower," more natural, more
equal approach to interpersonal
relations. As such, it was ex-
cellent. -
The story concerns three
contemporary, if stereotypical,
American males who share a
London flat. The play'S action is
wholly contained therein.
"Tolen," played by Michael Tulin
with a steely precision rernin-
scent of Goering's Luftwaffe, is a
super macho, neo-nazi with the
"knack" for "making" women,
in as little as 85 seconds (if it is
deemed necessary to rush). He
uses women much as a
prophylactic against the
realization of his own
homosexuality and hatred of
women. His trick, besides his
motorbike, extensive record
collection, leather gloves and
tight pants, is his authoritative
approach to women, he never lets
them think.
Awed by Tolen's sexual
prowess, "Colin," a sensitive,'
introspective, 'horny middle 20's
schoolteacher, played with an
incredibly brilliant maleability
by David Grant" vacillates
between being an object of great
pity and one of hilarity in his
attempts to get laid. He is, torn
between the brutal callousness of
the ever-conquering Tolen and
the other roommate llTom's"
, --dif.ferent realitv. -, .. , .•
simultaneously. There is always
the contrast of different groups:
duets, trios and a chorus. as in a
Greek play. Ms. Myers
characterized it as an enactment
of women's plight in the cities,
and this does get communicated.
<Ale feels the drudgery, the
glamour, the sin, the suffering
and the exhilaration of life; the
all women's cast gives the dance
a very strong and unified
emotional power. Besides the
Tamiris piece which is per-
formed by the senior dance
majors, the Palmer per-
formances this weekend will
feature dances by Lance
Westergard and Lenore Latimer
which will be exciting for the
dancers in them and the students
here who have studied with the
choreographers.
Ballet as an escape
For the people who view ballet
as pure "corn," Vickery'S little
introduction helped to justify the
art somewhat by describing it as
an effort to escape the sordid life
that people led during the in-
dustrial revolution, which began
to dominate life along with
business, People wanted
distriaction and fantasy; they
wanted to be delighted by dances
full of color, ethereal beings, like
fairies and elves, dream-like
stories, where love wins out - all
this came as a reaction to the
theatre of the sixteenth and
seventeeth centuries in which
duty conquered love and war
became the reality. The subject
matter of baIletlhat we attribute
to classical dance, combined with
the ethereal costumes and sen-
timental style of dancing simply
reflected the "expressive
requirements of spiritis." Here,
romanticism is not an titheticalto
classicism, althouzh the
byEmDyOdza
Saturday afternoon at the
dance studio there was an in-
formal demonstration of works-
in-progress and other pieces that
will be performed in Palmer this
coming weekend, as the final
concert of the year. The
most, exciting work was the,
reconstruction of Helen Tamirrs'
"Woman's Song," first per-
formed thirty years ago. The
dance department's presentation
was followed by Robert Vickery
and fonr dancers from the
C<>nnecticut Ballet with their
version of the Pas DeQuatre,
based on Perot, which revolves
around the famous four stars of
romantic hallet, which reached
its glorious peak in the middle of
the nineteeth century. (This
event was one of the last in the
week-long Romantic Sym-
posium.) Mr. Vickery, who is
familiar to some as t'rulay's
occasional halletteacher gave an
interesting introduction to ballet,
placing it in its contest and giving
a feeling for the importance of
personalities in dance, and also
the broad appeal dance had for
the masses in those days.
Speaking of "the masses" the
crowd of parents that showed up
in the dance studio and over-
flowed around the edges of the
improvised stage was apparently
a surprise to Martha Myers, but
she enjoyed the unexpected
audience, interspersed her
nuggets of wisdom and ex-
perience in between the pieces,
Playing an essentially un- and was profuse in apology for
. defined character (not his fault, the bareness of the "theatre."
but the author's intent, I believe) Senior Works In Progress
Bill Sandwick as "Tom" did a Instead of after-the-fact
superlative job in articulating the comments, I'm glad that some of
polar opposite of Tolen. His the dances can be previewed.
approach to women is not Some of the notable works,
separate from his totally free though subjecled to difficulties
lifestyle, unencumbered by the with music on the cassettes, and
fellers of past experience or which left hahts. entrances and
tradition (he wants to uncluller exits to the imagination, were a
his room by hanging the chairs on duet by Nancy Wanich and
the wall). Maureen Gilman, a comic-
The three playoff a seemingly medley by Sue Galligan, and
naive, young "Nancy Jones," Joan Schwenk's solo to flute
played well with a breathless music. Though too brief and
intensity by Sarah Zonino. She is fragile to be presented in Palmer
an innocent young girl who was Valerie Farias' phrase which
happens by their flat in search of began with a gesture "in-
the London Y.W.C.A. In a mess of thought." The movement seemed
ambulatory confusion (revealing to come from within, was simple
in its' contribution to the action, and rhythmically natural. When
Richard Cutting's great direc- Ms. Myers talked about the dance
torial talent) attempts to "make" as a "fragile art," she meant,
Nancy are alternately made by however, that without the props
Tolen, Colin, Tolen, Colin in Tolen and costumes and lights that a
fashion, and finally and suc-. theatre could provide, it often lost
cessfully by Colin in the manner a great deal. I agree, in that a
of Tom, as Tom succeeds in dance can often be improved by
hanging his chair on the way - the addition of a threalre, but if it
that's symbolic. That is, Colin is destroyed by removing it from
"gets" the girl as a fellow human the stage then maybe it is not a
being" and not as an unfeeling completely valid dance, that is, in
object to be used and discarded. terms of the choreography and
Overall the acting was performance of it. It is a fragile
tremendoJs, and with this show, art also because it depends on the
Director Richard Culling clearly people dancing it, and is loot to
1X'0vedhimself to be the finest the audience after the final
student directpr 1X'0duced by performance, unless it can be
Conn, The lighting design of reconstructed through. .me.,
Ribsy and Shep was more than up kinesthetic memory of the
to the fine standards set by dancers or Labonation.
Director Culling and the actors "Women's Song" will perhaps
on stage. The set too, designed by benefit from another week of
Bob Goffrrian, 1X'0vided an ex- rehearsal, not to mention a real
cellent and ingenious selling stage, of course. but seeinell was
within which the play was able to a good experience. It is a major
meet its' full potential. Reflectmg work and terribly difficulty to
back, I liked that play more and dance, since it has a very specific
more. Oh, and the cast party was relationship to the music and
good 100. ~.pl~~.i~.~.~~: .. : .. : •••mU~l{olM-on OIfthe .1Iiee at
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romantic period as a whole was ~
reacting against the classicism in ~
the arts of the previous centuries.
The pastoral and fairy tbemes :0
became a little more realistic, as ~
in the ballet "La Giselle," where
there are some real mortals, at
least. At about this lime, the true
ballerina came into being, one of
them being Marie Taglioni (11104-
1884) who dominated the scene
for fifty years and became- the
idol of many. Her younger rivals
were Fanny Cerrito, Carlotta
Grisi and Lucile Grahn, and
everybody in the ballet audiences
had their favorite. The "Pas de
Quatre" was a difficult assign-
ment for Perot who had to deal
with essentially four queens who
refused, because of rivalry and
natural jealousy to let anyone of
them have the starring role.
Perot succeeded in designing a
dance that gave each dancer her
individual role to play, as in the
Variations,. It was arnsusing- to
see their subtle play of grudging
admiration Dr homage to each
other their coquettishness both to
each other and an admiring
audience, and the expression of
each personality through such
classical and trite movements. Of
.he four dancers, Paula Prewitt,
only three vears out of high
SChool, was a vivacious and
passiona te Fanny Cerrito and
also Fay Smolen as Marie
Taglioni, the elegant queen
supposedly famed for her
ethereal qualities, carried off
their roles the best. The other two
dancers just did not have the
musicality, the lift or ballon, or
quiteness on the feet, to make the
first great ballerinas "live" for
us. I have to admit that although
the romantic background was
missing, the atmosphere was
definately evoked. •
'" \- ~
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Folk dancers entertain parents on Harkness green
Morrisson HOtel presents: "The Last Saturday
Night," Saturday, May 3, 9 p.m. Live music and
refreshments, $1 admission, Morrlsson living
room.
"Live Music" presents an' evening of fun and
good tunes, Cro Main Lounge, Friday, 'May 2, 0-1
p.m. Lots of liquid refreshment, admission $1.'------~--_.... .-.
,.
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE CAR CLUB
presents
The First Annualorganized a demonstration m D RA LLY
favor of impeaching then. "shortest distance" ROA
President Nimn. This was at- Monday, May 19th, 1975
tended by about 500 people and RULES
included student speakers 1. Registration _ 12:30-1 :30, Fanning Hall
(anong them, myself), a faculty Parking Lot
and admtnlstration panel, and
coverage by three newspapers. 2. Needed - any old car (or new), driver,
This was followed by a student- navigator and backseat cheering section, optlonal-
government sponsored im- food
peachment-workshop-<lay that 3. Provided - mapts). rally sheetls)
came about due to my requests to 4. The idea is to go from Fanning to Fanning, withcollege council through Jason .
Frank and others. intermediate stops at designated locations, in the
Alter Winter Break, I returned shortest distance possible.
and formed a political seminar· 5. You must answer correctly all questions on the
group, called the Radical study rally sheet with information found at each location
Group, composed of students and (such as the date on a monument or historicalthree faculty members. We met
approximately twice a month to marker).
discuss political readings that 6. In other words - we give you a list of local
were organized into a syllabus. I "spots of interest." You must determ ine the best
made sure that the Reserve order and the shortest route to go to each spot, and
Room had a special shelf for
materials that were unavailable then answer questions about the spots.
to members of our group through 7. In other words - an automobile, informat,ion,
our collective resource pool. scavenger hunt. '
Inaddition, Ihelfthe position of All Inquiries _ Box 287 or 443.1723
Contributing Editor of Pundit, ,Rallvmasters _ Nina cardin and carin Gordonwriting two colwnns a week, one
on local news, one on aspects of believe "an activity not involving vegetarians majority while being
socialist theory, in an attempt to a book is both mindless and offered tci<en alternatives of
reach a wider range of people useless" are totally off base, and hardboiled eggs and an oc-
with challenging and informative anyone who really knows me can casional slice of cheese. Granted,
articles. .Perhaps this mar en- tell youthat. As a matter of fact, I a vegetarian with effort can
swer, your doubts about my think people STUDY too much satisfy nutritional needs with
having tried to put my thoughts here _ and LEARN too little. I wheat germ, dairy products, and
into practice. In response to your have no qualms about revealing other select items. What resuts,
other imperatives: I have never what I do with my time: I rarely however. is a tiresomelv bland
run for Student Government- study except on weekends when I and high cholestreal dI~t.
because I do not believe in am away with friends. I spend Although' there is a' slseable
political reform by electoral my time writing, painting, number of' vegetarians on
means, not because I am lazy. sewing, playing piano and violin, campus, JaCk Of organization and
Noe, as for where my activist listening to music, talking to apathy have allowed disparities
commitments have gone this people, reading un-assigned to be gently modified ratber than
year - In the fall I set up a material, tailing walks, attending reoolved. The Ignorance
apealdng enpcement of W01'Un movies and concerts, and blatanUy displayed in the Chef's
from Electric Boat who came to sometimes studying. statement that "most students
Inform students about labor I have NEVER "plugged" are vegetarians if they wanU~ be
problems. That session was at- anything BUT a balanced - when it's roast beef no one ISa
tended by less than ten people. I coexistence of what you term vegetarian," hopefully is not
was working with the United "Our intellectual and non- shared by the rest of the staff.
Farm Worker's Support Group on intellectual realms". I think my Improvements beyon? the
campus. Its, membership own activities confirm my scope of th hardboiled e~g are
declined to less than 15working- position. Your point about the seriwsly needed Whether It be a
members. I have tried to work value of the learning experience separate vegetarian course,
through the Women's Group on being found beyond books and dining room, or co-opera~ve (or
campus. It's ranks have dwindled exams is preceisely my point as a side order of. protem· and
10six people. ltriedlo reorganize well. But that value does not vitamin pills with your salad)
the RadIcal Study Group - and reside in partying (or similar wi1Jbedeterminedbythe'amount
received 4 responses 10nearly 20 pastimes) alone. Perhaps it was, It pressure applied uPon the
questionnaires I sent out asking'if not clear that I believe in the Administration and -.F·ood ser-
anyone were inlerested. I tried to importance or artistic, spiri~uaI, ·vice.As for the hardboiled egg ...
d -~ t· agal'nst th Christine SchneiderTo the Editor: organizea emo.~~a Ion and political "outlets", and e
It is' only fair that I take this President, Ford's request for power of genuine caring
space to respond to the criticism . additional military aid to In· relationships as the OTHER
dlrectedtowardmeiltlastweek's cbchina - no one I asked was backbones of what I consider to Letter To The EdItor:
paper. Permit me 10 address willing to help coordinate even a be a real EDUCATION. As President of the Alumni
each letter in order. First, Mso. Student-Govemment resolution· I regret that critics \yere Association, I send my personal
Cohen's epithet "misanthrope" statement on the matter. unable to look beyond the tone of thanks to all the students who
as applied to me is certainly in Now, Mr. Keep, perhaps you' my letters to see the ideas behind have pledged ''time'' while en-
error. Webster's defines would like to know why an ac· the voice. I do not feel my per· deavoriJig t9 get the alumni to
''misanthrope'' as "a person who tivist gets tired of trying: sonality should be at issue -. I pledge dollars. I view this effort
hates or distrusts all people". I NONCOOPERATION. APATHY. make no comment on the per· as a multi.purpose operation.
would not have expressed the Nooneonthiscampuscanaccuse sonaJ insults I received-what I Hopefully, it will PfO"ide the
concerns I did, and I would not be me of not having tried to be in- care to argue are principles,. and funds n~y to cOD1pletethe
the socialist I am, if that were volved in those causes I deemed welcome serious constructive
fight library arid, in addition, servetrue. On the contrary, I believe worthwhile, but no one can criticism any time. as a link in the chain of student-
human beings to be capable of the any cause ALONE. It. is the Since;ely, allDBni relations.
most beautiful, loving, and apathy and un.willingness to 1'linaM. George We are mindful of yollr needs.
giorious achievements possible osharb;..ctemthgesem'thinm'ygsle:'~~ChI am lth e e and I' Thank you for helping us express
- under certain conditions. It is ,- them to our constituency. 'This
those conditions for which I have As for your reco~e~.dation.... <". kind of togetherness is one part of
tried'to sfriki! il1ilow, both in my about athletic activit.es as a cure To tIIc Editor .. - . C
ks d' . f fr irsl' that's fine for a However praiseworthy are the special college that IS on-
edIpers'toorialnaJ'prerOmarjecls,.an m m.y cOerrtaiusntyp:-'::' frustration, and I Mrs. Vomee's noble (tho~h half· necticut! •hearted) attempts to pacify the • With good wishes,Second, as for my letters bemg participate in my share of . .. S . h. rts do . t needs of campus vegetanans, the ' 't ", Cassie nut
"offensive", they were meant to exercISe. However, ~I!" ~oe existing system cited by the ,\ ," .
be. Third I bave never called I(X"etoedsocial anNdumpobelitircalOneJOC~ article entitled "Vegetarians no doughnuts
an.vnne, a.' "fascist I bastard" in W1 ess our . • Arise'" f fr data
Par.o'.' e . Mr. Ford) and TllAT is what I IS ar . om a ,equ '" To the Editors:
:I .. . ..~"Ile~rilii'ce to. Mr. Keep's am coricerned with. Fur· Although vegetarians can t share . While we're on the subj~ct of
< t Y fresh person thermore, I do not need you to tell the popular clatm of unfair selfishness on campus and' etc.,To the Editor of Pundl : letter: ou are a .' bout deciding not to return to treatment m the classroom, a
Wewisb to express wr concern Mr. Keep, and are ObVlOualthlS.
yme a . th ki strong case can be made under how about those creepos whq take
with the so-called "Jewish unaware of my record on Conn. plans were merna ng the meal plan Vegetarians are in entire boxes of doughnuts from
statement - Another View" on campll'. Your exhortatio~ to "get long before you surfaced. , effect subsidizing full course the dorms on Saturday mor.
page 3 of your April 24, 1975,_ off my duff' proves this. ~.st .rrsponse to Ms
t
.· Kthaunzetsl meals enjoyed by the' lIOO- nings? A .minor .poinLperjlaps,L._..!isaue~'!:..~That~~'~'to~n'.'!gue~:.:..=.in c=beek~~'_'y :e=ar~.~I..:a:::1n\QIIIb==::,!",1=7s1=S")/M".!'.!!,..y~~ ac~.~~~ . I L....__ ....."':oDndaeiWflll·_Elrojlu·,",' ... gu:~",;lI",IDI:l.... '
lettersto theeditorfromp. 3--------
asking anyone to love him. It is
not love that is immediately
needed or wanted, but merely a
lmocking-down of any barriers of
fear and ignorance. Openness
and ho..esty can lieip' ilissolve
simple problems, and help
smoothe the way to the more
difficult solutions.
Talking to each other is not so
hard.It doesn't even hurt the first
time. The avenues on this
campus are there and open, to
both sides and for both sides.
They simply must be used truth-
fully, honestly and considerately.
Look at each other. See each
other. Talk to each other.
Connecticut College is a small
college. If we can't settle our
differences here, where then?
LeRoy B. Jones Jr.
Nina Cardin
t-=sz
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_ljoin in'
To 11IeEdItor
It Is reassuring to see that a
recent letler to the Editor - APril
24 - submlued by Equally
Concerned Students N.B. did not
In fact represent the total student
population. It Is only losJcaI to
UlIUJIle that these few students
are tholle wbo have not taken
tIme to actua11y inquire into the
true nature of the recently
established Connecticut College
MInority QIltural Cenler. Nor do
they seem to be aware 11 the
ezlsting guidelines governing all
aludent Irganlzations on campus.
Valid inquiry beyond the con·
cerned students who feIt the
same when this letter was written
would probably lead to an
amazing dlacovery. The MInority
Cultural Cen_ Ia In fact oot a
club but as the name
(misleadingly?) states, a
QIltural Center. A cerler which,
only a few will be swprised .to
know is open to the entire
campus. A center which is
developing an awareness 11 the
cultural contributions made by
d;fferent minorities to their
American heritage. A center
which is a homebaae for the one
Black 8nd Puerto Rican club on
campus. In actuality, the center
Is an education for every in-
terested minority and non-
minority person within a con-
servative twenty-five mile radius
11Comeetlcut College. Apathy at
811 institution such as Connecticut
College is.no excuse. To believe
that racism can be exhibited by a
center such sa this ia absurd. 11Ie
Connecticut College Minority
QIltural Center is attempting to
light racism through activities
wblch display cultural con·
tributions and enhance peoples
inter-action. Ignorance and
apathy are disesses which we
must all join in the struggle to
combat. Agatn I ask all c0n-
cerned students to join in and
help to maie the cenler a ,suc·
cess. Combined efforts and
constructive criticism are a
necessity if -we-. are to proceed
forward.
James E. Mitchell
Coordinator It the
MInority Clutural Center
BoINo.l353
auempt to "parody" the senous
statement of concern which had
appeared In your previous issue,
was thorougbly lacking in bwnor.
Ican make no claim to represent
. the view 11anyone but lhat of ill
anonymous author. TIle earlier
statement had represented deep,
well.known, but insufficiently
recognized feelings and attitudes .
11discrimlnation on our campus,
a subject that does not lend itself
to parody. Instead, it deserves
careful consideration and well·
reasoned response; fortunately,
a beginning towards such a
response is made in the article by
Lynda Batter. The "Op-Ed"
article, however, is an example
Itextraordinarily bad taste, in its
overall content and style as well
as in its particulars. It was not
merely offensive but also
singularly unhelpful to Black·
White or Black..Jewish relations.
We single out as most
e2reaious the comment on
alavery and pyramld& This in-
sensitive remark ignores the
Black alave experience in this
country, which helped build
Southern agriculture and North-
ern Industry to tbe profit
largely 11 white owner groups.
Moreover, it also misses cem-
pIetely the essence of the Jewish
situation in tbe world. Whatever
the causes IX" manifeststions of
antl-Semitism today, they have
nothing to do with the Biblical
episode of Jewish existence in
ancient Egypt. And the delicate
balance of power in the Middle
East does not depend on the
historical situation described in
the Book of Exodus.
F\naUy, I~...... \0 us that
there are grave general dif-
ficulties with newspaper
sllltements from authors who
refuse to be identified It would
seem better joumalistic policy to
avoid such messages, unless
there are compe1Jing reasons for
withholding a writer's name.
Ernest C.Schlesinger
Department ofMathematics
Peter S. Knebel
D Department 11Religion
J. Alan Winter, Dept. 11Sociology
lina responds
thanks
--~~.~--~-
Security Committee report from p. 1
cept the' entrance .. bere the
guard bouse Is situated. The
response bere .... that althougb
lhIa .... freqIMmtlypracticed at
present, the aCC<>Itingof studenta
and guesta for IDs baa, in the
past, been resented by tbe
studenta.
the purpose of transporting
students who are out walking on
the campus late at night. The
Administration stated that this
was a service already made
avsi1able to tbe student body by
the security force.
Tbe fifth recommendation
involved ,the plD'cbase of an
engraving tool. Valuable items
would then be engraved with a
serial number to facilitate tbe
recovery of the stolen items. It
was generally agreed that this
would be a useless measure since
underground networks tbat
would gladly accept tbe items,
engraved or not, do exist.
Emergency Pbo .... for SecurIty
Emergency pbones to be
located at· problem areas on
campus was the next concern of
the Student Government
Association. The Assembly felt
that these phones would allow a
student in trouble to contact the
security force more quickly. The
Administration remarked that a
phone had already been installed
near Cummings. The fact that it
requires a dime to use that phone
and that students might not have
a dime with them at tli1!time of
their dilemma, was brought to
the Administration's attention.
'The' seventh and ninth
proposals being basically the
same, .were discussed jointly.
Both involved increased sur-
veillance of cars and people
entering the campus alter sun-
down. An emphasis was placed
on the checking of ID cards and
the closin~ of all entrances ex-
Slam Lodo Rejected
The implementation of a limn
lock system for the Quad dorms
was the last request made by
Student Government. This
prOJlOllS1 .... rejected lOben Mr.
O'Grady commented that a slam
lock could easily be opened with
an ill card.
1.
CLASSIFIED AD
letters continued
but no leas irritating to a hungry
student than other sorts of anti-
social behavior, Do we get up at
sil: o'clock in the morning and
practice our karate for the oc-
casion or is simple public censure
enough?
For Sale: Two bookcuea, ex-
.eelleat condition; one
refrigerator, lfI<eDe". See CarIn
Gordon, Wrlgbt 31li, Box 1%5, cu.
1723.
KOINE '75
AVAILABLE NOW,
HOT OFF THE PRESSES
LOTS OF CANOIOS
, WHAT A FOLD-4UTI
;);:only $1 0
.see- Janice Hynes, Box 752
or your dorm rep.
summer CHARTERS
LESS THAN
ineurope lY2'
65 DAY ADVANCE
PAYMENT REQUIREQ REG,
u.s, GOVT. APPROVED ECONOMY FARE
TWA PAN AM TRANSAVIA ~;..;.;..,..., ...... .;.J
707 707 707 uni-lravel charters
• CALL TOLL FREE '·80D·325·486Je
__ call
ftaplan's
~
we ~now Ir-ovel!
-- You should,
~now us! I
Captain's Wall. The Mall
442-0681
NfWLONOON
JOBS in
SOCIAL
CHANGE
For Summer or School Year
Nl'w 310 page ,ndeplh guide 10 175 maio
W,1sh. DC public ,nleresl groups & thei
;nTernsl'lip programs_ Also five prolXlse
,nnovc11iv" social projecTS including
r~vOlullon<lry new Town plan. Immediate
Sh,pm~nI_ Send S1.50 10 SER Foundation. 3.1
.... _ • .5.,,1osom.Sl., P,bila._.Pa. 191.0" •. AJln: R.fI.'f
8 ~A~-1i
, -.
ellget you to
oneway
or another,
AndyMose '75
If vou thought higher air fares were
going to cheat you out of vour summer in
Europe. wcvc got goo<.!news.
You don't haw to have a lot of
money to get to Europe on Pan Am,
Not if vou take advantage of our
Youth Fares.
And to take advantage of our Budaer,">
Fares you need even less money.
Youth Fares
If you're between the ages of 12 and
21. and vou want to roam around Europe
for a fe\~ days or a few months (but not
more than ~ year). pick your departure
date and give us your name.
Your seat may onlv be reserved 5
davs or less before the departure date.
. We have Youth Fares to cities all over
Europe. Here are a few examples.
From New York round trip to:
Amsterdam. S473: Brussels. S473:
Copenhagen. 5479: Frankfurt. 5479:
London. $465: Munich. S499.
Fares are slightly lower in May.
These fares are valid for travel June. July.
and August.'
Budget Fares
No matter what your age. if you're
planning to spend between 22 and 45 days
AMES FROM PAGE 1
-curricubnn in a time of limited
resources," be aplained.
When asked If be .. ouId like to
stay with Conn., President Ames
responded, "I'd SlD'e Uke to. I've
enjoyed this" year." He does
regret that be bas not aeen as
many of tile studenta as he would
like to. He said, "!t's my fault
that I haven't taken tbe time to -
eat lunell In the dining 1'OClIIl8 to ~
meet studenta.
Pundit has seen President
Ames working above and beyond
the call of duty, visiting PaJme.
Library at 9: 15 on a Sonda'
night, his day of rest. Preaiden
Ames believed that it is a dang,
of his job to get caught behind II;
desk, bul tben, there are so man.
things to do in the office.
in Europe. all you have to do is make your
reservations and pav for your ticket at
least 2 months before your scheduled
departure date, (You can make reservations
even earlier and since seats are limited,
it's a aood idca.)
1f vou have to cancel or change
reservations before you start your trip
(after a trip has begun. no change-in
reservations is permitted). the most vou can
lose is IO'y.,or S50. whichever is higher.
In limited circumstances. you'll get all your
rnonev back.
We have Budget Fares to cities all
over Europe. Here are a few examples.
From New York round trip to:
Amsterdam. S434: Brussels. S434:
Copenhagen. S464: Frankfurt. $464:
London. S399: Munich. $484.
These Budget Fares apply to fIights
leaving between June I and August 31.
After that. the fares are even lower.
If you leave on a Friday or Saturday.
or return ona Saturday or Sunday-add -S 15
each way to the fare.
For fares to Of her European cities
or from other U.S. cities, contacfyour -'-'
travel agent.
':i.:.~~.
The Spirit of '75.
acceptance to students con-
ditional on their ability to pay
col1ege fees. The only solution
that President Ames sees in tile
long-run would be federal and
stale oaistance "80 that any
student's "choice of wIIere to go
to coDlege will be based on what
programs tbe college bas to offer,
not on what one can afford to
pay." Meanwhile, he hopes an
increased endowment will help to
alleviate tbe problem.
The-college must concern itaelf
with its' human resources,
PresIdent Ames told PnndIt. We
neel! more equipment for the
aclence laboratories and more
Door space for the dancers. OUr
challenge is to "improve our
ruaWi.
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'remembering why it was worth it'
By Carla GordoII
1..-:neYer m.de"'so"1IIU')'
1IIiIlUe. II I made In the put
four years tbal I worked on the
Puacll I never cried 10 IDIICb II I
lid over "wbIIt bappeoed." I
learned • lot .bout writing and
lay~ and the newapaper "biz"
8Ildaboutpeople. TberearellCllJ)e
atInIrers In tbIa ",.-tel, and lIClII1e
m Ibem have ..... ked ... the
Pundit - Ab, but the good people
wbo have alao worked.
'IbIa Is auppoaed to be an ..... ym rememlrancea. "You mll8t
bave • million storiea .bout tile
paper." But I'm not going to talk
about apeclIic Incidenls of people
I've mel And I can't tblnk of •
.ingIe funny story. And I know I
laughed • Iol Of course, Ibere
.... Ibe time w~'fiad an Editorilil
Board meeting in Lamperelh's
SeJlen Brolbers Bar.
Iremember that the leadership
<1 Ibe paper baa changed twelve
Urne. in Ibe last four years,
sizteen dlHerent edito rs- in-chief.
There have been Urnes when
the paper was awful, a
combination <1high school antics
and sensationalism, when tne
paper WII filled wilb friends'
names and careless errors,
headlines that had nolbing to do
wilb Ibe stories, editorials that
preached nothing and news
stories that started wilb Ibe date.
Should we have defended Ibe
paper or should we have been
defensive?
And there were Urnes when Ibe
paper was magnificent. So why
don't I just tell you a\.>Outhose
Urnes.
Maybe I'm s little weird, but I
can still remember Ibe flushed
chill that went through me Ibe
first time I helped put out an
Issue that was really good. The
paper was chock-full of stories
that were interesting and well-
written. The editorial, which
actually raised an impcirtant
Issue, would eventually be quoted . Two weeks ago tOday, Con-
in The New London Day. The necticut College joined in a
headlines fit, not only Ibe story, national effort recognizing Food
but Ibe space. No lines or copy Day, a dsy of awareness and
were layed-out crooked. All Ib..... acceptance of the world as a
pictures were clear. There were a conununity, and of America's
membership in that community.
Ralph Taylor, field director of
CROP, an independent hunger
relief and development agency,
spoke to these issues on Food Day
at Conn. College:
Population: Large families are
essential for survival in cwntries
where social security does not
exist, lIIll! where fanning is
dependent on manual labor
rather than machinery.
Hw,ger c Along with physical
hunger, there Is a spiritual
hunger that afRicts the victims of
S1ai-vation - Ibe hunger for
personal growth, and develop-
ment into viable, intelligent
human beings, which their
situation denies thelDl -". '"
Consumption: Many
Americans consume 31> times
the minimum .daily adult
requirement for protein.
But limiting our consumption of
material goods and food will not
by itseH affect the world hunger
situation. Politics plays an in-
fluential role. .
Politics, The U.s. government
has used food aid II a political
tool rather than strictly
humanitarian aid. According to
D. Hostetter a~ the UN Seminar
.,:
oz
:::>a.
Brown strike
ends
By Walter Palmer
The week·long strike at Brown'
University ended last Saturd~y,
climaxing with a thr~ay oc·
cu!!"tion of the administra tion
Wilding by black students.
In protest over budget cuts,
including reduction In financial
aid for minority students, 200
students seized University Hall
Thursday morning, and left
immediately after a settlement
had been ~eached Satijrday
morning.
In addition to promising
complete leg;d and academic
amnesty...Ior. the students, the
administration a150 said it would
try to increase the number of
black and Latin American
Students by :IS per cent over the
next three years.
The protest began with a week·
1000gboycott of classes voted by
the student body to protest a
proposed $2 million cut in the
UjVersity budget
lot of leuers to the editor; one
even comp!ilTlf!lllA'dIbe paper. No
by-linea were lost. And the front
page looked like a front page. It
l",*ed like a newspaper; it read
like a newspaper.
Of cwrse, there were exans
lUen, bit barely studied for;
papers written, but barely typed
and friends - friends who put up
wilb a "one-lrack Pundit stream
of thought."
ItWII worth all the hours spent
trying to get stories from sources
who said Uno comment" or "this
is, of course, <1f-the-record." It
was worth all the arguments in
College Council and at Editorial
Board meetings. ItWII worth all
the grundgy hours at Norwich
laying-out Ibe paper and all the
Thursday mornings up early to
do circulation. It .... worth~the
tears and the "orry and Ibe
energy and the lousy grades to
learn all that Idid. It .... worth it
Just to hear someone replying to
Ibe question "how do you know
it?" by saying, "I read it in Ibe
Pundit."
'looking back in anger'
byKarlK.Cbrtatoffen
First, I must say I have not
held as many editorial positions
as Carin Gordon, but that's the
way it goes.
I began my workings for Pundit
amid Ibe ruins of last spring. I
saw a lot of lbings I wanted to
change, a lot of the mistakes that
were made. I resolved to not
make those mistakes.
I wound up making a whole
bunch of new ones.
We printed a lot of press
releases on programs and prizes
available. Though not writlen by
CoM students, I felt Ihad not the
right to say these releases would
remain ever JlDknown by Conn
stndents who might want to take
advantage of them.
I instituted as many systems as
waS possible for the production of
Ibe paper. Most of these were
aimed at improving, and making
more consistent the appearance
of the paper. So far they have
survived my absence.
My mistakes stemmed from
my view of the Editor-in·
Chiefship as an executive rather
than a writing position. I
delegated authority to the other
Editors, and let Ibem sink or
swim as they might. Un-
fortunatelr ,.a few sank. ,
I do not, and have never bought
the notion that someone wilb
talent and experience has the
right and privilege to criticize the
paper (or any organization for
that matter) and Iben say they
will not work for the paper until it
improves. This is a seH-fulfilling
prophesy.
For so long as incompetents
run the paper, it will remain
incompetent. In that case the
"pro" will not have to exert
herseH and actually spend any
time or effort. The conclusion is
that the lack of quality in the
paper than is not the fault of the
people running it, but rather the
fault of those who could run it
better, not doing so.
I did the best I could with the
material with which I had to
work.
j'lt was the\best of times, it was
the worst of times." Ihave given
my heart and soul to Conn. Ihave
received a lot in return. You
ought to try it someUrne.
politics and food
on World Huneer. February 11.
1975 South Vietnam secretlyusea ~,uuu in U.S. "Food for
Peace" funds in 1974 to build
tiger- cages for political
prisoners.
Food Aid: Last year, Congress
passed a bill requiring that no
more than 30 per cent of U.S. food
aid go to cwnlries which are nol
on the UN's list of most "Ileedy
cwnlries. Kissinger committed
the U.S. to more than 30 per cent
appropriated 1.3 billion dollars in
proprlated, so the total ap·
propriation was raised to ac-
commodste this. Yet much of the
70 per cent for humanitarian aid
has not been delivered. Now, the
U.S. goes on record as having
appropriated 1.3 billion dolaIrs in
foreign aid, its militaryi'Olitical
commitments are satisfied, and
the government has "saved" a
li~chunk of the appropriation
Bombs from p:1 -
officials have been called in to
help ..lItEt. ClIpege determine the
nature of the fires. There is no
way of knowing if there is any
connection between Ibe fires and
the bomb threats.
Students from Hamilton ex-
tinguished the brush fire near
their dorm before the Fire
Department reached Ibe scene.
The students should be "thanked
for Ibat," said Chief O'Grady.
, .
lookee here
, u
You never had it so good dep't. - At Penn State
University the police train telescopes on dormitory
windows to search for marijuana plants growing on
window sills. So far there has been one arrest, and
some well .choreogr.aphed pantnmime.
Shain still active
hyCarin Gordon
It baa been a year of "living the
country life," going on "reading
sprees" and Just plain relaxing
for the President Emeritus of
Connecticut College, Charles
Shain.
From his home in Georgetown,
Maine President Shain reflected
on h~ first year as a retired
administrator. "It's been the
happiest time for both me and my
wife. We are in the place we love
to be, using the time to remember
what has happened."
The man who had been
President of Conn for twelve
years spends part of his time at
nearby Bowdoin College
researching some literary
history, but not really writing too
much. He is a scholar of
American Literature. "I don't
think I'll ever go back to
tesching. There are too many
young people entering the field,
and I've been away from it too
long. "
I .•,.
to take advantage of his' ad-
ministrative experience at:Corjn.
For the past year he baa been
working with Northeastern
University on Ibe Venture
Program, which provides work-
study experience for students
wishing to take an academic
leave. Conn Is affiliated with this
program. He spent the year
travelling to various New
England colleges to discuss the
Venture Program and may be in
Boston next year doing furUler
work with Venture. j
The Board of Trustees, gave .
President Shain a year's leave of "
absence from the College before
retiring, which he termed. a
"very generous move." He has
kept in touch with the College
through Pundit, some old friends
and an occasional visit.
"I miss the campus activities
and friends," admitted President "
Shain. "I don't miss; the
responsibility. I don't miss being
President." .
Student- Trustee from p. 1
coraance With student neeo.s. also attempt to keep tuition down.
Lichtenstein commented that According to Richard, the
tenure has led to inflexibility and money for academic and other
that part·time faculty, as well as changes is going to hav<!to come
more inter-departmental from sources other than tuition.
teaching, would alleviate this Right now he explained, "about
problem. . 75 per cent of -the college
The Comittee also feels that operational costs come, from
. there must be minimum course tuition while the national average
enrollment. "We can't permit 2 is 66-65per cent." ; ; I I ; I
and,3 students in a course," The committee reversed its'l r
explained Lichtenstein. At the opinion from the beginning Of its
same time they are recom· investigation in Physical t
mending that the Dean of Faculty Education priorities. At first lhe
investigate having maximum committee opposed any' em·
course enrollment. phasis in P.E. hut following the
To achieve these goals, results of the questionnaire, they
Lichtenstein feels that the college decided to recommend that it be
will have to reorganize priorities. maintained as a strong area.
He cites maintenance as an The results of the questiormaire
example. "Right now the college favored a 14 meal ticket plan
is operating at the optimal which the committee, with its
maintenance level," explains recognition of the inevitability of
Lichtenstein. "We should look centralized dining, will support.
towards operating at the op· House dining made a meal ticket
timum level." The committee plan impossible because of ef·
feels that the college will have to ficiency. However, with everyone
set academics ahove physical eating in the same place, the
appearance and is advocating plan, Lichtenstein explained, is
investigation in this area. conceivable. .
In line with the re-orderipg of In conjunction with'a desire for
priorities, the committee report increase in activites, the ·Qom-
will recommend· the establish- mittee will recommend an in·
ment of a committee' made up of crease in activity fees to $50 per
.members from all aspects of the student. Though they would like
school, including trustees and the the money not to come from'a
President, to evaluate Can· further tuition increse, they will,
necticut's goals for the future. if necessary, support a $25 in·
According to Lichtenstein, we crease. They feelthe budget must
have tb examine the role of a be substantially raised from the
liberal arts school in today's $6,000 of this year to $30,000.
economy. He explained, Lichtenstein hopes that the
"Perhaps we need to specialize." .coll~ge will pi<;\<up, the, re~ui[~ ,
He elaborated on this by stating oost&without addiJig it to tuitio~ ..
that possibly the college should Committee members include:
concentrate in certain areas to Rick Allen, Andy Hemingway,
attract a special group instead of . ~ Cussty, Lenny LuPriore,
trying to offer everything. '. Anne Rummage, .SCott Vokey,
Recommendations in' ad· linda Hershenson, Pat Dingle,
missions will include a need for Darryle Slnnette"Paul Sanford,
more economic diversity. The Dave Gosdell, and Anita'
committee feels that the college DeFrantz, 74, a member of the
must aim at increasing middle Board of Trustees, and an
class representation but must assistant to the Chainnan.
·...----------------------------
Baseball splits with B·U.
The afternoon .... higbUgbted catcher who bad never caught
by Coon's unique battery com- befo
bination of Micbael RIdgway 8IId ~, affectionately known as
Brian Feigenbaum who W«bd "Figs" played exceptionally
both games together 8IId by a well, playing the position with
Ourry of bome-runa including a poise and confidence. He alao hit
grand slam..by steve Ilrunelll ill we11 in the secOIId game as did
the opener. Unfortunately infielders Paul Fitzmaurice and
Serpico's blast was dfaet by ~ Mark Warren. The catcbing
for B.U. which RIdgway served poa1tioobad been left open by an
up after getting into a jam in the injury to Jerry Denlinger who
fifth inning. He surrendered a pinch-hit well, nevertheless.
two-run shot earlier but Com David Farber greeted the B.U.
held a lead before the disastrws hurler with a doob1e in the first,
fifth in which a combination of but itwasn't until an inning later
errors, hils, and walks befell that the Camels stormed with
them. The Camel's play was five runs and then two. They led
generally uninspired until the 7-lluntil Panama Ridge gave up
late innings when the defense his third home run pitch, the
settled down and the dfense second to the little B.U. second
mounted a threat which was baseman. Thus it was that the big
stifled by B.U.'s burly, bespec- Camel pitcher established a
tacled riglit-hander wbo similarity to CatfIShHunter other
resembled Luis Tiant d the than the fact that both are
Boston Red Soll. Final score was. rightbanders - both bave a
l~. tendency to the "gopher-ball" as
Nourished by their lunch of well. B.U. scored twice again in
ham and cheese sandwiches and the siJ<th but Com's rock...o1id
orange juice, the Camel herd infield and Oeet outfield helped to
prepared to gain a split in game thwart any serious threat to the
two. They went with Ridgway lead. Facing the heart of the B.U.
and Feigenbaum again, creating order in the seventh, Ridgway
a unique situation in whicb one held on to win his and the team's
pitcher threw both games to a second game of the vear, 7-3.
by Bear Kobak
"Sensational'" "Fabulous,"
"the biggest thrill of my life,"
<lOOring'" "exhausting ... " No
they're not talking about sex, but
soccer. For it was last Saturday
that two diametrically opposed
teams met ... and fought ... it
was, to quote Oakes Ames,
Usomething to see."
Rick Allen added, "History
gave us Ali vs. Frazier, Jets V5.
Colts, and now Conn vs. Mitchell
... gosh!"
However, despite the
humongous effort of the Camels,
Lady Luck, known by some as
lack of skill, denied the ecstasy of
victory and surcame to defeat.
The onus though, cannot be
placed on the players, for it was
obvious that Dave "Rainbow"
Kelley jelled, Charlie "Gissel"
Swissel swung, "Jerking" John '
Perry jerked, llGiddy" goalie
Gosnell grappled, "Pernaciousfl
Pete Reich passed.
!lNotorious" Nick Schuller
nebulated, "Jazzy" John
Kaufman juked, "Bon Vivant"
Bear blushed, "Choking" Carlie
Huweets chortled, "Superfluous" '::======================~Shawn Siome sallied, r
"Lascivious" Larry Fernberg
latenteneded, "Duncing' Dave ANYONE'
Bohannon desecrated, "Sure-
footed" Spot r Carney slipped,
"Gregarious" Gary Jones interested in setting up a
gregulated (and in public) and G OWl C'
"Ambiguous" Andy Williams R H ENIRE
ambulated. which would deal with drugs, sex, alcoholism,
Finally after all this the score academic pressures, boredom, depression,
stood 3 to O. Coach Bill Lessig
commented, "If we hadn't lost we alienation, etc. through a student-run service
might have won." Brunetti should contact:
replied, "Why don't you play
baseball with a hand grenade," Mollie Brooks or Bert Gunn or Call Karl Christoffers
and Peel Pugash added, "you'r Box 87 or Box 399
sister's an only child." ext.236 or 535-3889
A young mother said, "They Let us know what 'you think! 8
weren't bad for a Jr. high school L:::========:;--~=======~=====~;:P:::O=B=O:X=.,:1:,;;4=:.i.==:=;~=.Jteam, tt to which Jim Briggs
commented "And you're not too
bad for a mother either." Lauren
Kingsley said, "I come to walch
them score but was disappointed
once again." Some attributed the
loss to the absence of versatile
Owen Prague ... others didn't.
bySylApp.
The Camels split a
doubleheader with the Club Team
from Boston University on
&lDday April '1:1. The games
were p~yed at Old Lyme High in
cool windy weather under cloudy
oIde;. B.U. made a weekend trip
to this area and dropped a
twinbUlto UCormat Avery Point.
on Saturday, Corm brought a 1-4
record into the contest.
Soccer sags
in finale
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN BEING A HOUSE
RESIDENCE CHAIRMAN NEXT YEAR???
If so, come to an information session on TUESDAY,MAY 6
between 4 and 5 p.m. in Harris Refectory. At that time, Miss
Voorhees, Director of Residence· Halls, will explain the
program, distribute application forms, and set up personal in-
terviews with interested students.
If you cannot attend the meeting, you can pick up an applica.
tion form in the Residence Office.
Radio components,
televisions, 20·50% off, car
stereos, Tweeters, Woofers,
Crossovers. Call Non·Fair
Traded, R.I. Psi Electronics
(401) 423-0326.
Beautiful, Quality Clothes
from ((
Around the World. "\'
"
Plus a complete selection
of LEVI'S.
Olde Mistick Village
Mystic, CT 536 - 3102
. - '-'Sports lotes
New Basketball Commissioner
Dave Palten was selected by a committee to be
the new Intramural basketball commissioner, for
the next year, The selection commltt~ cOl)5lsttKj of
Paul Lantz, the present commissioner, Mr. Luce,
Director of Athletics and three undergraduate men
_ two seniors and one junior. Anyone who would
like to offer help, or has any suggestions for next
season Is asked to contact Commissioner Palten In
Marshall.
Washington crew In the week prior to their June 21
race on the Thames with Harvard University.
The Roast part of "Roast 'n Toast" Is open
The Roast 'n toast program scheduled for May 6
will de open to underclassmen. The program will
start at about 7:15. The Invitations for the dinner
will be extended only to Seniors.
A meeting to determine Interest In Women's
Soccer (Intramural and-or Club for fall, 1975will be
7:00 p.m. Thursday, May 1
Main Lounge, Crozier-Williams
DID YOU KNOW?
AYEAR or a SEMESTER abroad
may be cheaper than a
YEAR or SEMESTER in the States.
Why not live, study and learn in EUROPE?
ACADEMIC YEAR ABROAD
221East 50th Street New York. NY 10022
Dutch Tavern Devotees:
now available for softball season
Dutch Tavern Caps
Sizes 6% to 7 5/8 --$3.00
also Dutch Tavern Patches -$.40
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by Anne Robillard
The gymnastics exhibition,
given by the Conn. College and
the Coast Guard Academy
gymnastics teams for parent's
weekend, was both well attended
and well received. The per-
fonnance was basically the same
as that given as a benefit for the
Williams School two weeks ago.
One of the main differences was
the price - this one was free.
Another difference, and one
that could have been a disap-
pointment, was the absence of
Coast Guard's standout, Rich
Houk. Another cadet, Mel
Lawrence, adrnira bly filled in the
void with some superb tumbling
and dives over standing gym-
nasts.
A surprising development was
the discovery of wha t was termed
Conn's men's gymnastics
"team." It is comprised ci. Gary
Canner, Steve Shepherd, Edward
Thulin, Mark Finkle, and Gary
Jones. Though they are not a
competitive team they proved to
be excellent tumblers. Gary
Canner and Gary Jones were
particularly adept in the comedy
routines with Coach Zim-
merman, which were the
highlights of the evening.
The finest gymnastics of the
evening were Jeff Zinunerman's
performances on the side horse
and on the still rings. He
demonstrated the form that he
had used to win the national
championship on the still rings
for three years and showed
himself to be a champion once
, again. In a friendly hattie on the
rings with the Academy's Jim
Bussey, who went to the nationals
this year, Zimmerman
graciously conceded the victory
to him, but it was obvious who the
real "winner" was.
Ed Skewes, who also went to
the nationals and placed tenth,
turned in an outstanding per-
formance on the sidehorse.
The WomeDOnce Again
The women once again showed
their ability to improve with each
competition, this time per-
forming on the uneven bars with
very lew rrusnaps for tretr best
routines of the year in this event.
The World "Infamous" beam
dismountinR turned out to be a
Crew splits with Brown, beats Clark
by Boswell
On Parents' Weekend, the
Conn. crew had their only home
races of the season, In Saturday's
races, the women faced Brown
with the first boat winning, and
the second being defeated. The
heavy men faced Clark and
emer~ed triumphant. On Sunday,
the lIghts and heavies rowed
against the Yale JV's, with the
lights on to and the heavies on the
bottom.
Conditionson the Thames were
their usual choppy selves, with a
cold breeze forcing the parents
behind convenient wind-breaks.
We used the Coast Guard course,
so the finish line was at the rock
surmounted by the C.G.A. sailing
dinghy hoathouse.
The first women rowed a good
race. Though the conditions were
rough, the women rowed against
Brown, and not the water. Corm.
built up a length over Brown in
the first 500meters, and then sat
on Brown to the finish-line.
I really do not know how Clark
is coerced back to the Thames
every year. The conditions are
always terrible, and, Clark
always gets beaten. This year
was no exception. After slugging
through the first thousand
meters,: the heavies put on a
great show for the parents by
opening up two and a half lengths
of open water on Clark in the last
500meters.
The Brown second boat looked
most impressive in their defeat of
the second women. It could very
well be they were rigged higher
than Conn., but whatever the
reason they rowed against the
competition, rather than the
conditions. Corm. was unable to
get their oars out of the water,
and it was only their strength
which kept them with the high-
stroking Brown crew, we wound
up two lengths in arrears.
The lightweights rowed on
Sunday againsst the Yale JV's.
The heavy weights were also
Women's
The Conn College Women's
tennis team finished the year
with a victory over Mt. Holyoke.
In the singles Jo Curran (C)
defeated Penny Mick1ejohn (MH)
6-1,6-1. Wendy Miller (C)
defeated Cathy Kowal (MH) 6-
4,6-3; Ann Waters (MH) defeated
Bambi Flickinger (C) 6-4,6-2;
Sarah Burchenal (C) defeated
Tucker Dacey (MH) 6-3,6-0;Pam
Horse show highlights Weekend
fences class and Lee Langstaf.
and Vicki Saxer took second and
third places respectively.
The Pairs Class consisted of
five pairs at horses and riders
which were required to perform
certain ring exercises stirrup to
stirrup. The pair which won the
first place ribbon consisted of
Vickie Saxer and Linda StaeWy.
Lee Langstaff and Lanier
Hamilton took second place and
the third place ribbon went to
Randi Hansen and Julie Grey.
The Equitation Championship
class consisted of the top eight
riders from certain classes. The
Joseph Porter 'Good 'Hands'
Challenge Trophy was presented
to the Champion, Lee Langstaff.
The .reserve champion ribbon
was awarded to Liz Kilfoyle. The
highlight of the show 'was the
Mounted Drill by the Sabre and
Spur Riding Clue performed to
music.
The Horse Show '<3S one of the
highlights of Parents' Weekend.
• ' 0 Although it is too late this year to
_~ ~ c; become involved in the riding
J ~ ........ ~~ program, we would like to en-
vr- .~~:-f.:.:~~.:.~_~~;.:-:;:.:.~_l!_._;.:·,....::~ . ..~I;;ilII-a~~~-'40.:~;;::=~ courage all students to look into
_ . __ :- _. . ~ _ .......t ... -,~ 5 the program for next year.
• . , ~ Special thanks to Ringmaster
_. ..---. " Carolyn Fredericks and An-
Winning jump at Parent's weekend horse show nouncer Marilyn Conklin. All the
riders wish to extend their ap-
preciation to Carile Porter and
Mary Bradford ("The Coach")
for their direction and support in
their riding endeavors
throughout the year.
111 the advanced equita tion
class a trophy for first place
donated by June Macklin was
awarded to Liz Kilfoyle. The
second place ribbon went to Kate
Murray. Tbe third place winner
was Sharon Golec and Lee
Langstaff took fourth. Lanier
Hamilton won first place in the
equitation over fences class and
Lee Langstaff and Vicki Saxer
took second and third olac es
·respectively.
ceccnd place winners were
Cynthia Crooker and Barbara
Anderson. Holly Mick and Art
Sides were awarded third place
ribbons.
. Intermediate classes 'A', 'B'.
and 'C' winners were Abbey
Weed, Sue Sawtelle and Michael
Reardon. Second place winners
were Sandy Rappeport, Janet
Mavec and Joan Zaprzalka.
Third place ribbons went to Vicki
Saxer, RuffY'Hutchins and Carol
Rubin. Lanier Hamilton won first
place in the equitation over
Woman's lacrosse posts 4-1-1
The 26th Annual Conneclicut
College Horse Show was as great
a success as anyone can
remember. The large turnout
spurred on both horse and rider.
Participants included most of
those who have taken lessons at
the stable this year. The judging
was done by Mark Weissbecker
who is a hopeful candida te for the
United States Equestrian Team.
Beginner classes 'A' and 'B'
were won by Holly Bannister and
Darius Majallali respectively.
season
some pDSluuu.:s .nangeu, Conn barely any interference from"
kept the ball away from Smith Wesleyan. When Wesleyan did
and scored repeatedly. The get control of the ball, Conn's
scorers for Conn were: Wendy defense got it from them. Conn's
Crandall, 3; Margie Erdman, '""'defense also made several in-
Emily -\Volfe,Bufly Ashforth, and terceplions and got the ball back
Lucy Copp all SCOring2; and Amy to the offense to score. With dark
Boyer also scoring. clouds overhead, one player
At the Wesleyan game, Conn sbort, and a rowdy Wesleyan
was rrunus one player due to cheering section, Conn played
Illness, but the team was extremely well. The scorers at
determined to win and ended the the Wesleyan game were: Buffy
game WIth II fmal score of 12-2. Ashforth, 5; Margie Erdman, 3;
Conn had short, smooth passes Emily Wolfe,2; Patience Merck
and scored-one aftel>another with and Barbie Goodman,1.
thrown into trus race ror the
experience. The lightweights are
the greatest showmen in the
program. Wherever the crowd is,
they perform. In the Emerson
Cup race the crowd was at
midcourse, Sunday the crowd
was unfortunately at the finish.
Both Conn. boats were relatively
even with Yale at the thousand.
At the 1500 Yale and the light-
weights sprinted, Conn. going
from a deck down to win by a half
length. The heavies seemed
unable to find a sprint (after they
had won their race) and came in
a length behind Yale.
Next week it's hack to Wor-
cester, but you will know nothing
unless you go yourself.
Tenn.is, 6-6
Zimmerman still champ
Gymnastic finale
routine of continuing dismounts.
It was an interesting and stylish
variation of an important aspect
of the beam routine the dismount.
The women's floor routine,
with streamers, was the
scheduled finale of the evening,
but was followed by a surprise
presentation by Coach Zim-
merman. In a troching scene, he
presented a gift to Denise Mc-
Clam, the only senior on the
squad. Denise was on the team
for four years and was the first
Conn. gymnast to qualify for the
regionals. This year she qualified
in both the floor exercise" and
vaulting. It was both a fitting end
to her gymnastics career at
Conn. and to an enjoyable
evening of unusual gymnastics
and an excellent season of
compelition.
The Women's Lacrosse Club
ended the season with a record of
four wins, one tie, and one loss.
."The final games were played on
APril 22 against Smith, and on
APril 25 against Wesleyan. Both
games were played away.
The final score at the Smith
game was Conn 12, Smith 9.
However, at half time Conn was
behind 7-4. In the first half,
Conn's defense could not keep up
with Smith's quick offense.
Kerls (C) deteated Sharon Meier
(MH) 6-2,6-3; and Connie
Brigham (MH) defeated Jody
Smith (C) 1-6,7-6,6-4.
In the doubles Kower-Waters
(MH) defeated Miller-Flickinger
(c) 7-5,7·5; Micklejohn-Dacey
"(rnh) defeated Burchenal-Molley
Flickinger (C) 7-5,6-4and Smith-
Keris (C) defeated Meier-
Brigham (MH) 987 in a pro set.
The women completed both the
fall and spring season with a 6-6
record. The Conn team fell victim
to the following teams: Trinity
College (3-6), Springfield College
(3-6), Brown University (1-8),
Yale University ~O-9), Radcliffe
(1-8), and the University of
Connecticut (0-9). -
Conn defeated the following
teams: 51. Joseph's (/Ni), Central
Conneclicut (6-1), Wesleyan
University (6-3), Fairfield
University \0-2), Boston
University (6-1), and Mt. Holyoke
College (5-4).
Flickinger
creates
'100 club'
On April 23, senior Bambi
Flickinger .competed in match
nwnber 1" in her four-year
competitive tennis career at
" Connecticut Ccllege> In addition
to the dual contests in which
Bambi has represented Conn, she
has participated in eleven
tournaments.
, Notable among her tournament
accomplishments are the
following:
As a freshman, she and fellow
freshman Jo Curran won The
Connecticut State Intercollegiate
Tournament for Women in
doubles. The following summer
the two participated in The
National Intercollegiate
Champsionships for Women.
This past October, Bambi and
Jo reached the semi finals of The
New England Intercollegiate
Championshiips, in a field of over
50 strong New England teams.
More recently, Bambi teamed
with sophomore Wendy Miller to
enter The Middle States Tennis
Tournament at Princeton. The
duo defeated the number four
seeded team. After losing in the
next round Bambi and Wendy
went into a "feed-in consolation"
where they reached the finals.
In the annals of Connecticut
College, tennis, Bambi
fi'lickinger has created "The 100
Club. " She may be the only
member for some time.
